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A B S T R A C T
STODi# ON.ÂI'mO(HjWOÈIDA8Ë imOM RSISOPUS BBBBMAR
moela presented by BUIg BISZmRA m  GARVAmO JUNIOR to 
the University of St#Andrews In appl 16atlon for the 
degree of Bootôr of Philosophy*
Bioohemistry Department, -» Deoember^ ,1974#
Amyloglticoaidaee ha'à been obtained - from' 'Bhiaôpnè dèlemar mid
pnrlfled b y . ammonium snlphate fraotionationi ethanolio precipitation| .
chromatography on D]&AB#oellnloee, .B@ABm.8éphade% A#*50 and Bephadex 0*-50/
AmberIite IRG^SQ# BtKanolio precipitation and chromatography on DEIAB#
cellulose by atepolse elution have been proved to be the most simple and
rapid procedure to remove traooa of c3<*«arftylaee from amylogluoosidase
preparations* ]*^ 2;ymo preparations so obtained have been sho%% to be inoapabl
of releasing coloured products from Remazol Brilliant Bliie derivatives of
*'l#4'~gluoans although they oen liberate a limited amount.,-of glucose. In '
the same way as Gibaçhron Blue Amy lose ^ Remasoi Brilliant Blue derivatives of : . j
c<-lf4«^ gluca3r).s have been proved to be suitable substrates for the deteotlcn Aj
of traces of Q^wanylase ' In amylogluoosidase preparations 4 , 1
The apparent. %d.netic/parameters of amylbgluoosidase free of :
traces of ,p4-amylase, has been shorn to be. altered after inclusion of ■' - ' ' - ' ' ' ' - ' , ' . - dc>C anylase. The increased apparent ICm and V for the cpC*«i#4-'gluoan/ 1 m
am^logluccsidase/G^. ^ amylase system compared with those parameters for the 
system in the absence of -amylase have been explained onzthe basis of the 
deoroase in the siae of the substrate molecule^ which is caused by the action A/I 
<?C-angrlase(endo#-attaok pattern)#
The apparent kinetic parameters of amyloglubosidase free of 
traces o;^-amyla0e has also been shown to be altereX^pftrtially oxidised 
-1,4—glucans are used os substrate's. , Araylogluoosidaee action has been 
established to .be unable of bypassing oxidation points introduced in the 
^ - l f 4-gluoan by periodate oxidation* A theory has been developed to , '
describe the action of amylogluoosIdase on partially oxidised omyloses, which 
predicts the decrease In the apparent Km and ? with the increase in the degr'e1 
of oxidation of the amylose# ae it has been demonstrated experimentally#
,■>^1
V*1
■■■.; .1 ■:.A
A diretc recording method of amylogluoosidaso has
been developed involving eisoorbio" acid as the oxygen acceptor in a. glucose >1
oxidace/poroxidase assay system for, glucose* This method permits 
amylogluoosIdase activity to be followed by ultraviolet speotropliotometry*
The merits ?md limits^ tlons of this procédure have been discussed*
An immobilised cellulose derivative of fimylogluoosidase in 
which the prosthetic group is involved in the covalent llnliage between the 
enjrymc #nd the support has been investigated and compared with the soluble ■
enrymo. The kinetics ^ pH profile and the thermal stability of this immobilised :
engyme and their comparisôn with , those characteristics for the free ensyme /. |
have been investigated* '
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ABBREVIATIONS & SYMBOLS '
Tho abbreviations usod In this thesis were:
AmgasG  ^- Amylogluoosidase,
CMI : - Commonwealth Mydologlcal Institute.
DP ; - Dogroo of polymerisation.
DNSA * - 3,5 - Dinltrosalycilio aoid.
PAB-oolluloso ; - p-Aminobonzyloolluloso,
PC * - Phosphate/oitrato,
PCO I - Phosphate/oitrato containing oxalate.
; - p-Nitrophenyl-c^-D-gluoo8ido.
RDB : - Remazol Brilliant Bluo*
Other symbols used in this thesis wore those recommended, 
by Tho Biochemical Journal (l).
The citation of bibliographic references followed 
the recommendations of the lUB Commission of Editors of 
Biochemical Journal (OEBJ) (2) according to the Numbering |
System.
\ " ■ " a .
1 - INTRODUCTIONS
: 1,1 : - GENERAL INTRODUCTION,
AmylogTucosldaae was first reported by Corman & Langlyke 
(3) as a glucose-producing amylaSo synthesized by the mold 
Rhlzopus delemar*
Because of its ability to convert starch almost 
quantitatively into I)-glucOse in recent years amyloglucosidase 
has assumed considerable industrial importance. On the other 
hand, special features of its action mechanism have generated 
considerable academic interest,
: There has been great confusion about the trivial
nomenclature of amyloglucosldase in the literature, since it is 
variously reported as amyloglubosidase, glucoamylâse, y -amylase, 
lysosomal oC-gluoosidase, e%o-l,4"oC-glucosida@e or acid rnaltase. 
However, the name recommended by the Enzyme Commission 
is exo-1,4-oC-glue os Idas e'whereas the systematic liame is 
1»4-- oC-î>-glucan glucôhydrolasé (3*2.1,3) (4) « Nevertheless, 
ainyloglueosidase is the commonly used name and will be used in 
this thesis.
Amylbglùcosidase from Rhizopus delemar is capable of 
spilttlngc^-1,4 bonds (c<“*l,4-glucanase activity) from non- 
reducing ends ofoC-l,4-glncan chains releasing glucose as the 
solo product. Sbme amyloglucosidases, including that from 
Rhlzopus delemar, also exhibltc^-l,6-glucanase activity.
The following table depicts the major important 
differences between amyloglucosidaso and the two other classes 
of àmyiasesfoA-amylase and-amylase.
•'1
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Table .1*1.1. #. SBaLARITIBS jmm DIFmmOES OP AtmABIiB*
OHARAOTmiSTIO oCmAimjlSB prAMYMBB ' AMG&8B
OimVAGB POINT o^^lyW LOOOSIDIO o < ,-l$ W 1 0 0 0 S IÏ), m D O < L l,W  . -:
BOND BOND OLUOOSIDIO BONDS '
CONPIOimATIONOP A ,
w rB B D U c iN o m iT  , (' . r  . - : - v
i#0ÎIANI8IÆ ' ..mDOw.ÀTPACK W.^ -ATTAOK EXO-ATTAOK ;
mDPBODTJGTS ODIOOSAOOBARIDE8 &IAI/fOSÉ ÔDU008E' :
^HXTmiE
AOTION'AT BIIANOII CAN BYPASS OAmOT BYPASS CAN BYPASS : . '
POINT
OmiGIN . PLANTS,ANmADS, PLANTS,BACILLUS ANIMALS,mCPO-OBGAIfiSU(
^aOR(L.OBGANI8MS P0LYMYXA(6) JAPANESE RADISH. WOT(Y;:
*  MODIFIED AFTm POBYT AND mELAN(5)
# - I5C. RBIgOPm DELmAP.
In the same way àap-amylase, amylogluposidase inverts 
the configuration of the product roleasecl and acts according to Vr 
an exb-àttack, pattern (see Fig*; 1.1 & l) ; ' p
Amyloglucosidase has been found in animal tissues, but 
fungal aniyloglucosidases have attracted most interest 
7 o Amylbglucosidase has been obtained from Ehizopus delemar
(8,9,10) Aspergillus niger (11, 12), Conlophora cerebella (13)♦ 
Bhdotnycopsis capsularis (l4) and Schizophyllum commune (15). ;
Numerous other members of the genus Rhlzopus and,'genus' Asper- 
gillus are also known as producers of amyloglucosidases.
A further criteri{ër to d ifferent iat e amyloglucosIdas es ; 
from c?C -glucosidases have been proposed by Reese et al. (l6) , '
of which the most important characteristic# arer :
i) Thé fate of hydrolysis of.oligosaccharides is proportional 
to the size of substrate for amylogliicosidases whereas the 
reverse is true for ^L-gluobaidases. 
ii) Amyiogiucosidases and oC-glucosidases invert and retain
respectively the configuration of the product released. . ; 
The relevant properties of amylpglucosidases, with „
particular attention to that from Rhlzopus delemar, are as 
follows:
Amyloglucosidas© ex. RhizOpus delemar has'been reported 
to have à molecular weight of 70,000 (17), with ^ « l4.5\ , ■ O ÎÏÎ
at 280 nm* Paztir (9), however, reported a value of about
100,000, Rhlzopus delemar amyloglucosidaàe exists as a single 
protein molecule (9)*
Amylogiucosidases from fungi are presently considered 
to be glycoproteins. Pazur (18) has published the aminoacid : 
composition of Rhlzopus delemar amyloglucbsidase and reports 
the presence of the following carbohydrate moieties:
ENDO-ATTACK
(2^ — Ç)— O — O — O — 0 “ 0 — 0 “ 0 — O
EXO -A T T A C K
AMGASE
o ^ G - o ^ -  C h ^ - o  r
Q  GLUCOSE UNIT 
j 0 ^  REDUCING UNIT 
__ oC- 1 , 4 - LINKAGE
Fig, 1.1,1, T 1 1 IIS Lr atl on of encio-and exo-attack pattern
" %. 4» .
Carbohydrate moiety residues per meieôuie of giyco-
n
Maunoso , 6?
2-amino-2-doo%y-D-gluooae (glucosamine) 20
Pazur et al, (19) have also established that exhaust­
ive oxidation of those carbohydrate residues by,pèriodato 
markedly affects the thermal stability of the enzyme^
These authors reasoned that tho carbohydrate prosthetic group 
plays a role in stabilising the tertiary structure of tho , 
enzyme. Nakamura & Hayashi (20^ studying glucose oxidase 
from Aspergillus uiger.(also a glycoprotein), found, after 
exhaustive oxidation, a similar reduction in thermal stability 
of the enzyme without any evidence for changes in tertiary 
structure.
Rylar (21) has also suggested that tho neutral 
character of th@ carbohydrate moiety aids the transport of 
thé enzyme through the cell membrane of the fungus. Pro­
tection for this extracellular enzyme against proteaso 
activity could bo provided by the presence of these carbo­
hydrates Which cause steric hindrance for the close approach 
of the active centro (22). :
Glucosidio bonds seem to link these carbohydrates to 
threonine and serlùo of the apoonzyme (23).
panose {oA-D-glucopyranosyl-l,6-o^-D-glucopyranosyl-l- 
l,4-D-gluco8o) and isomaltose (oC-D-glucopyranoayl-l,6-o- 
glucbbê) arc substrates for Rhlzopus delemar amyloglucosidaso 
action which catalyses the hydrolysis of both/^-1,4 and <^^1,6 
linkages at the same hctivo contré (24, 25). In the former 
substrate, théoC-1,6 bond is split beforecA-1,4 bond (26).
; ' ' ' 5.; .
Ph©iiyl-«=<-maXtoaid0 ' is alao hydrolysed by amylogluco- 
aidase releasing first glucose and phenyl-oC-glueoslde, the 
latter being then split into phenol and glucose (27)*
Hollo et al* (28) have suggested that an important role
is played by the hydroxyl group on of the pyranose ring in 
the- formation of amylogXucosidaae-aubstrate complex. This 
assumption-is based upon inhibition studies with glucose 
derivatives on amyloglucosidaee activity. See table below.,, , 
Inhibitor Type of inhibition K1(m/1) ■ Affinity
c?C-l)-glucoso competitive 4,5 x lo"^ 220.0 ?
2-Deoxy-c<-D-glucoee competitive 5,0 x 10**^  200.0
6-Debxy-o<-D-gluoo8e ' competitive 5,5 x 10 182,0
3-o-M#thyl-oC-D-glucose non-competitive 5.3 x lO"*^  18,8 " :
. Hirorai ^  (17) have proposed a subsite theory for
amylogliicosidase in which tho active centre of the enzyme Is 
visualised as Composed of several subsites each one-having 
different affinities for the glucose residues of theoC-1,4- 
glucan.
By using substrates with DP varying from 2 to about 15» 
the affinities of seven subsites were established. Subsites 
were numbered counting from the terminal in which the non­
reducing glucose unit is situated in the formation of productive 
enzyme-sttbstrate complex. ■ The catalytic site lies between 
subsite 1 and 2, The second subsite has the highest affinity 
which decreases towards the reducing end.
Fig. 1,1.2 shows a.schematic representation of the 
subsite theory of amyloglucosidase from Rhlzopus delemar, 
whereas Fig* 1.1.3 displays a histogram of. the affinity of each 
aubsito expressed in Kcai/môle,
SUBSITE
selfinhibition 
non prod» comp.
productive complex
o i n n i i i K
O  GLUCOSE UNIT
j Z )  r e d u c i n g  u n i t
CATALYTIC RESIDUES 
i ,U .
5
4
3
7
0
u_u.<  'I SUBSITE
1.1.3.
Fir.. 1.1.2.
F i f ç .  1 . 1 . 3 .
Schematic representation of subsite theory 
showing" the formation of a productive and non- I)roductive complexes as well as competitive inhibition by internal units of substrate.
H i s  tof^ram shov.' i i i{y t h e  a f f i n i t i e s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  
s u b s i t e s .  T h e  a r r o w  i n d i c a t e s  t l io  p o s i t i o n  o f  
t h e  c a t a l y t i c  s i t e .
Tho participation of oarboxylic groupe in tho àotiyo ]
si'to of amylogXuooeidaso was demonstrated by Iliromi ot al, • ' '-^v- V
(#5) and also by Gray & Jolley (29),
The Michaelis constant (Km) and maximal velocity (v) -
of amylogluc o o idae ©s are knoim to depend on ..tho V>P of • substrat es ,:ry.
Table 1,1.2, shows some valuoe of Km and k « concerned with '+ 2 '
amÿioglùcoeidaeo ex, Rhizopne dèlêmar collected from various.,, '.'t,
authors. The values' of k » are more significant than V since 
usually,the amount of engyme varies with the experiment 
(fc.^ 2=V/(E)).
These results basically show; 
l) The Miohaolis constant (Km) decreases with tho DP
of substrate. Its value for an average DP equal to 
800 ia about 3,000~times lessor than for DP equal to 
2 (30),
ii.) • k « also appears to follow tho same pattern boyond a-.
certain critical value of DP, Por instance, the value
(l4.4 8~^) for amyloae with an average DP of 800 is
loss than of the value when DP Is equal to 7-
(31 8-1).
ill)■ Contrary to what Is stated above, increases in
parallel with DP up to maltohopt&oae (17)•
Thoma & Koohland (3I) have proposed an explanation for 
the behaviour of Km and k ^ of exo-amylases depending on the
slsse of substrates-, namely, items- i' and 11 above. They have
proposed tho possibility of competitive inhibition by the /M
internal residues of the substrate with the ensyme aotive centre, )
y - - ' - ' - ' . ' . -Therefore, 'this inhibition will increase with the chain length ' :\4
' • - '■ v/jof the substrate causing a decrease In the apparent Km and
apparent Miaximai velocity. Bee section 4.3» for fuller 
discussion.
•":i
7" -
TABLE 1*1.2. - RATE PARANI$TKRS FOR RHIZOPUS DELEMAR AMYLOGLUCO- 
.SIDASB HYDROLYSIS OF SUBSTRATES WITH DIFFERENT 
MOLECULAR WEIGHTS.
^^ -v,îîiW^ *$itw=-aiPw=«ie*»»6w«'e«*««ftîKÀïW4ièâwiiécw(vw.e«WFw<wrtr>Kw^ -»«iwywW<»«»^ »efl»=*ew«>W-\«'
Substrate DP* Km(M) Reference ^
Maltose 2 1,1 X 10"^ 4,6 , 17 -
1.16 X lôT? 3.02 30 '
6.6 X 10*^ n.d. G
Maltotrioso 3 3.6 % 10~^ 23 17 '  ^-
2.02 % 10~^ 12.1 30 . :
Maltotetroae k 2.5 % 10~^ 33 ' 17- :
Maltopèntoso 5 1.6 X lO" 32 17 ;:3
1.17 X 10~^ 27.7 30
Mai t ôheàaose 6 ^ ■ m,h 1.2 X 10 28 17
Maltoheptaoae 7 m,h1.1 X 10 31
Maltodextrin 15.5& i6.5 X 10"5 24 ' 17 - -15*^ 4,9 % lor^ 21 30
Amyloso 800'^ 3.84 X 10~^ I4i4 30
il-, ci . . 4.4 X 10~^& n.d. 8 .
Amylopectin n.d. 4.1 X 10"7& n, d , 8
- in glucose; units. -1® - Obtained dividing the maximal velocity (M.min ) by the enaymo concentration (M)*
tôj —
SI *» 
n.d
Average■ DP 
Authors U8<mol.wt. of amylase and amylopoctin, respectively.used the values of 1.5.x 10~^ and 1,5'x 10'^ for the
not determined.
 ^  ^ G*
However, Tlioma & ICoshland’s proposal does not explain 
item ill ( the increase of- k . up to DP equal to 7),
The subsite theory of Hiromi et al, (l?) provides à 
satisfactory explanation for item ill. This analysis is as 
follows* ‘
Suppose the reaction for amyloglucosldaee is given by 
the equation*
Kint
B + Sh
Kn.p
ESnip ID + P
$8n,q
Klnt
&n,p
Bn.q
■
■■ t
BSn.q
Where
B * - Enayme.
8n Î -* Polymer-subetrate containing n monomera.
P : - Product*
ESn.p * * Productive complex*
% ~ Non-productive complex*
# - Intrinsic rate constant or "true" kg*
*■ - Association constant for the productive complex
formation*
Î - Association constant for the non-productive complex 
formation*
The percentages of productive and non-productive 
complexes of various linear substrates (DP equal to 2 up to 7) 
are. determined by the affinity required by the subsites as shown 
in Pig, 1,1,3* Although the "true" k g is independent oh DP, 
the observed n dependence of k  ^arises eimply from the 
multiplicity of binding modes of substrate to tho enzyme * 
Therefore, this effect does not exist for larger substrate
'-in;
"3
molecules, namely, higher than DP equal to 7* It is 
interesting to note that this phenomenon is in no way 
connected Wfth self-inhibition of substrate proposed by 
Thoma & Koshland (31)•
10.
1.2 . - THE DETECTION 0Po<" IN. ANYLOOLUOOSIDÀ8B PREPARAT: y\-.l0NSë'- ' /' , .
1.2.1. - THE DSE OP PARTIALLY (OXIDISED ANYLOSES. r' . ' .
-".;■ Marshall é Vhêlan (32) have developed a method to }
detect traces of -amylase in preparations of (3 -amylase or 
amyloglucosidaee*-' This method involves the use of partially 
oxidised amyloee, ■'' :•.
Exo-amylase activity is blocked by the presence-of 
these"oxidation points whereas endo-amylase adtiyitÿ can by­
pass them. A schematic illustration of these features is 
given in' Pig. 1.2.1.1. . X ' ' .
The molecular structure of amyloac and they modifications 
introduced by the oxidation with periodate are presented in 
Fig, 1.2,1.2. , . ' ' . '
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1.2.2. - Tine USiB or OimOHOGENIC SUBSTRATK6.
Chromofjenie substrates can be defined (33) sub­
strates in vfhioli, following enayme action, a coloured product , 
is formed either directly or upon the addition of a single or 
simple reagent.
The Introduction of chi’omogenic substrates has con­
tributed significantly to the detection of traces of ando- 
amylaso activity in exo-amylase preparations.
The use of such substrates in the study ofoC-1,4- 
glucanasDS was first reported by Hinderknaciit (34),
based on the following principles;
i) Dye molecules are incorporated intOo(,-l,4-gluoans by 
covalent linkage rendering the dyed polysaccharide water 
insoluble.
ii) This dyed polysaccharide is shaken with the en%ymo and
the presence of small soluble portions of the chx'omogonic 
£4ubv-5trate, containing the dye, released by ernsymic hydroly- - * 
sis are detected apoctrophotomctrlcally In the supernatant 
after centrifugation (See Fig. 1.2.2,1.).
Marshall (35) has shown that aniyloglucosidaso is not 
able to release soluble coloured products from the chromogonic 
sulistrate: CXBACHROK BLUE AMYLOBE whereas cA-amylase can do so. - 
This difference in action pattern can be easily interpreted in 
terms of exo- and endo-attack, in which arnylogiucosidase will 
not "recognise" the non-reducing glucose terminal unit if a 
chi'omophoro group is attached to it. On the other hand, 
amyloglucosidase may be able to release a certain number of 
glucose residues sequentially from a non-reducing chain end 
depending on the position of attachment of the dye molecule.
Similar arguments will obviously apply to tho action 
pattern ofp -amylase on these substrates. - -
^  I V/
^ * * * d y e d  c K  — 1,4 -  G L U C A N
0“”0"”0 4- O ---------0~0-O'" D Y E D oC -  1 . 4 -  G L U C A N
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O  G L U C O S E  M O L E C U L E  
  C O V A L E N T  L I N K A G E
DYE M O L E C U L E
E N Z Y M I C  H Y D R O L Y S I S
F i g . 1.2.2.1. Scheiie sliowing- an enzymic liydrolys is of dyed-polysaccharide and the detection of colonred oduct released.
Exo-attack (smylotjluoasidase and p -amylase) on 
chrompganic aubstratas is shown in Fig, 1*2.2*2,, whereas the 
sndo-attack ia presented in previous figura* Fig. 1.2.2*1*
The most commonly used chromoganic substrates for the 
studies ofc< -1*4-glucanases belong to two groups; Remarol 
Brillitent Blue and Cibechron Blue F3GA darivatiyes bf o-c-1,4- 
glucens reported by Rlnderknecht et al, (34) and Klein at al.(33)# 
respectively.
The molecular structures of both chromophares and how 
they are linked to the polysapchar-ida (amyloss) are presented in 
1,2*2,3*
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1.3, " SUnVRY OF IMMOBILISED AHYLOGLUCpSIDASE,
There are practical and theoretical reasons for 
studying enzymes bound to water-insoluble supports and they 
have been discussed In reviews dealing with immobilised 
enzyme derivatives (36, 37)* The Investigation of immobilised 
amylases is therefore Justified on tho basis of its economic 
use in starch liquification and its application in the study 
of tlie effect of the microenvironment on the mode of action of 
enzymes which act on substrates of high molecular weight.
Insoluble derivatives of o<.-amylase, |3 -amylase and 
amyloglucosidase have boon prepared by a variety of physical 
and chemical methods. The present work has been concerned 
with immobilised amyloglucosidase.
Immobilised preparations of amyloglucosidase have 
been prepared by:
1 - Chemical coupling to DEAE-ccllulose using the foifunotional
reagent 2-amino-^i,6-dichloï'o-s-triazino (38, 39)
2 - Chemical coupling to diassotised 3-(p-aminophcnoxyl)-2-
hydroxypropyl ether of cellulose (4o).
3 •* Chemical coupling to GM-oellulose azido (4l) #
h - Physical coupling to DEAB-collulose (42).
5 - Chemical coupling to poly(allyl carbonate) (43),
6 - Chemical coupling to CM-cclluloso hydrazide (44).
7 “ Bntrappment in polyacrylamide matrix (43).
8 - Chemical coupling to polystyrene (46).
9 - Chemical coupling to -isothiocyanatopropyl-diethoxysilyl
glass (47).
Table 1,3.1• shows the percentage activity retained by 
amyloglucosidase coupled by those procedures.
As shown in table 1.3.1., the enzyme activity retained 
in the immobilised derivatives varied widely.
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Flemming ^  (4?) have reported the . highesk .recovered''
apeoifie activity (68;,^  immobiliecd. amylogluéosidase at the ' 
present time using y-laothlocyanatopropÿl-diethokyally 1 groups 
containing glass* However, the bound protein for this method 
was loss than those described for physical and chemical ' -1/ 
coupling to D E Æ - o61luloaé and chemical coupling to OM-cellulbae 
Hydrazide (soe Table 1*3*1)#
Although the enzyme physically coupled to DBAB-cellulosé 
'shows a high retained specific activity, physical coupling 
suffers from the disadvantage of being dependant on such para# 
meters as the pH and ionic composition of the micro-environment 
changes which may lead to leaohing-off of the enzyme. \
Chemical coupling of àmyldglucosidasè to--■BBAB-cellulose" ; 
(-39.) yielded an immobilised preparation with ci retained specific 
activity of 20-30ÿ* \
Christlaon(44 ) achieved a reasonable specific activity 
using,an immobili&ation technique involving the prosthetic 
group of fche amÿloglucosidùso. The apoenzyme not being 
involved in the formation of the covalent linkage between the 
enzyme'and the support, provides a possible explanation for the 
value of 41*39» specific activity retained by the'enzyme after - 
coupling in this case* It ha& been suggested by several 
authors (19* 20) that the prosthetic group has no apparent role 
in the catalytic functions of 'glycoprotein-enzymes- such as .
amylogluoosidase from fungi but could contribute towards the' •;
, stability of the enzyme^r However^ Christison he^ not further,,^;.-,; 
investigated the characteristics of-his immobilised amylogluèô- 
aidaso preparation# ? : . ' ' :
Gruosboch A Rase (43) have reported an entrapped 
amylogluoosidaab in polyacrylamide matrix with 20# of activity 
retained* The authors have established an optimum polÿmor
;■■■■■ . ' 16.
preparation which produced the highest specific activity 
retention with a minimum leakage of entrapped enzyme. A 
similar recovery waa achieved by Baker -ot" al. (4o) (I?,?#) 
covalently coupling amyloglucoeidase to a diâzotisod-derivative L:
of cellulose. - , -'>:-
Ledingham 6 Ferreira- (46) have described an immobiliGod it ; 
amyloglucosldaae derivative with a very low retention of aotivityV 
in which polystyrene beads were used as carriers-. Tho authors ;
themselves acknowledge the disadvantages of using this support X
since the low ratio for surface aroà/volumo of a solid bead 
limits the amount of bound protein per weight of a polystyrene . -i 
bead. Furthermore, Fiiipp^gaon & Hornby (48) have reported {
that tho hydrophobic micro-environment provided by tho polystyrene.j
causes remarkable changes in km and V (40 mM and 0.0018 ^mol. r 4]
— I —1 . ; -'4min *mg. protein ) of sucrose hydrolysis by polystyrene- J- .L:|
supportedG-fructofuranosidaso compared with those of tho free . ^\ ..-d
enzyme (l7-20mM and 0.016 ^moi.min~ ",mg protein" ).
In addition, the kinetic#, pH profiles and tho thermal Tj
stability of immobilised enzymes and their comparison with .
these characteristics for free enzymes have been Investigated,
Those investigations have provided a basis for mathematical ;
models describing the action of immobilised enzymes (49, 30)*
Tho Interpretation of experimental data from amylases \!
requires caution when heterogeneous substrates are employed. 3
It is now realised that oven although two samples of polymer 
have the sqm* average .degree of -polymerization they can have : CC; 
different distributions which yield different results upon 4
enzymic hydrolysis (31).
Obviously, tho same care is applied to comparisons 
between results obtained by different authors working with :
different sources of substrates. These remarks are'also valid
for bound amyloglucosidasoà. ,. ■ . .
' ... Unfortunately, much information is not available about 
kinetic parameters of. immobilised amyl ogluc os Idas e in the 
literature. LedIngham & Ferreira (46) have observed a tenfold 
increase in Km compared with the soluble enzyme when polysty- . .V]; 
x-eno beads were used as support, Maeda & Suzuki (4l) have 
also reported a slightly increased Km using both maltosc ,( 1,74 .
% 10'"^  M compared with 0,96 % M for the native enzyme) .
and amylose (1,24 x 10**^  H compared with 0,74 x 10 ^ N for the v 
native enzyme) as substrates fox' amyloglucosidhse Immobilised 
oh CM-cellulosc azide, ■ :. ' ■
: . ' ' ' - ; \ ; '" ' v vfÿ0»Neill et al* (39) have related a large decrease in ‘ 
the value of Km using maltose as substrate for aiayloglucosidase 
immobilised on UBAE-ccllulose - 1.4 mM for attached amylogluoo- / 
sidaae relative to 6.1 i«M for native enzyme. This decrease is .•'•V:;;
not explained either by ionic charge effect (maltose is un- ^
charged) or by diffusion control of the substrate (higher value i : 
of Km should be expected). However, these authors (39) have ■ ■
mml ‘ . /;]found a decrease in the value of v(l*l units* mg protein ) - -j
-1:^^relative to the value for native enzyme (4.7 units, mg protein" )* I
^. Hornby et al. (52) have described a mathematical model 4 -iAWM &'iM .#WW P4m • • . > ^ , ,.-T:
in which- the diffusion of the substrate into the micro-environ- 
ment of the immobilised enzyme is considered in addition to 
other factors affecting immobilised enzyme action. Since . çf;j
high molecular weight substrates rather than charged ones âre 
employed in this present case, diffusion control on the rate of 
substrate penetration plays a more important role than-ionic 
•charge effect. If diffusion of the substrate to the-active -fj
site, which is Inversely proportional to its. size, is such that 
at equilibrium the concentration of the.substrate is lésa in the ; 1 
micro-environment of tho bound enzyme than that, measured in _ - ,-4-
16. Y:
the bulk of the/aubstrate solution, then a higher value in the 
observed Km would be expected.
Gruesbeck & Rase (4$) have domonetratod that the r&toa 
of hydrolysis of maltose and amylose were unaltered following 
go! inclusion of the enzyme whereas the rate of amylopeotin 
hydrolysis was markedly reduced* Evidence for the exclusion of : 
this latter substrate on account of its size was given*
Diffusion problems of high molecular weight substrates  ^
are reported to be much reduced in the case of water-soluble 
support materials such as Dextran, DEAE-dextran and CM-cellulose,/ 
as compared with wator-insoluble supports (33). Unfortunately/ 
there exists little kinetic data to date.
In general, immobilisation on charged supports causes 
shifts in the pH profiles compared with the native enzyme.
These shifts have been observed for several enzymes attached to  ^
charged supports both insoluble (34) and soluble (33)» If the
enzyme is bound to a negatively charged matrix, the localised T Y
- Ylow pH (due to higher concentration of hydrogen ions) in tho 
micro-environment, compared to the pH in tho bulk of the 
solution, will cause an apparent alkaline shift in tho pK *
profile. Tho reverse applies to an enzyme bound to a positively  ^
charged support. However, attachment to uncharged carriers 
does not alter the optimum pH compared with tho free enzyme. /i
Gruesbcok & Rase (43) have demonstrated that for amylogluco- jj
sidase entrapped in crosslinked polyacrylamide (uncharged matrix) Y 
no alteration in the pH profile has been observed. = On the i
other hand, the pH profile for amyloglucosidase covalently i
coupled to DBAE-collulose (39) (positively charged matrix) showed Y 
an acidic shift. Moreover, the &HTprofile for amylogiuco- /4
oidaso ionicaily bound to DBAR-collulose also showed a slightly 
acid shift (optimum pH about 4.0) compared with that known for ;
free arayloglucosldase -(pH 4* 5-'3*'0) « ; - . ' •
It is generally agreed that immobilised preparations \ÿ
of enzymes are more stable than their free preparations,- and - V'.■T,'-; 
this -extrarstability - has industrial advantages. ■ • •
Immobilised amylogluoosidaaos which have more stability 
than their native preparations have been reported by various C / 
authors (39, 4o, 42, 43).
Lqdingham & Ferreira (46) have reported a greater dègree/ 
of multiple notion exhibited by polystyrene-aiayloglucosidase 
compared with the free enzyme, finding a greater liberation of. y 
reducing power (glucose) for a given fall in blue value (a • /
measure of average chain length) in the polystyrcne-enzyme 
compared with the free enzyme.
20.1.4. - THE AIMS OF THIS RBSEAHOH.
The worU presented her© %'jas porforwod wibh a view to 
fulfilling the following objectives*
UGing ajfiylogliieoBldaso- obtained from R'hizopus dolemar 
to establish
1 - An accurate* rapid and direct method for; assaying
asuyloglucosldaso *
2 A purification procedure to remove traces ofc^-awylase 
contaminating amyloglucosidase preparations and tho 
employmenk of such, enzyme preparations to investigate
a) Amyloglucosidase action on Romaaol Brilliant Biné 
dériva t ives of 1 @ 4«-glucans.
b) Tho kinetics of amyloglucosidaoo in the absence and 
presence ofo^-amylaso.
c) Tho kinetics of amylogluoosidase on partially oxidised 
amylosea.
3 •» A comparison between tho kinetics of free amylogliicosidaeo
and immobilised amyloglucosIdasos in which a) the 
prosthetic group is involved in the covalent linkage 
be tween tho enzyme and the support, and b) tho apocnzymo 
is involved in the covalent linkage.
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2 - MATERIALS
The chemicals used in this project were obtained from:
1 - BDH Chemicals Ltd., Poole, England.
2 - The Boehringor Corporation Ltd., London, England,
3 - Oalbiochoïu, Los Angeles, U.S.A.
4 - Oxoid Ltd., London, England.
5 - Pharmaola, Uppsala, Sweden.
6 - Sigma London Chemical Co, Ltd., Surrey, England.
7 - Whatman Biochemical# Ltd., Kent, England,
They arc listed below in alphabetical order followed 
by a number which refers to the cited suppliers.
Agar no.3 (4)
Amborlito lRC-50 (l) 
p-Aminobcnzylcollulose (i) 
c?<--fxmylase (6)
P -amylase type XX - B (6) ,,
Amylopectin Azure A grade (3)
Amylose typo X (6)
Amylose A%ure B grade (3)
Albumin, bovine (6)
L«AScorbie acid (l)
Carboxyiuethylcellulose CM-11 (?)
Oarboxymethylcolluloso hydrazido (6 )
Casein (6)
DEAE-colluIosc DE-32 (7)
D15AE“sephadox A-30 (3)
3i3-Uinitrosalycilic acid (l)
Folin Ciocalteu*s phenol reagent (l)
Glucose Analar (1)
Glucose oxidase grade X (2)
Glucose oxidase type 11.(6)
-glucoaidase type X (6)
. . 22. . 
Hydra&lno hydrate (1) YY
Hydrogen peroxide Analar (X) - 4
Lysozyme grade I (6)
Malt extract (4)
Maltoee (6)
Myoologioal peptone (4)
Meoouprolne HCl (6)
p-Nltropenyl- -D-giuoo'side (6)
Poroxldase type 1 (6)
Peroxidase type crude (6)
S e p i u u l e x  G - 3 0  (5 ) ;
Sodium metaporlodate (l)
Starch (soluble) Analar (1)
All other reagents were of analytical grade*
Visible range spectrophotometry was carried out using X 
a Unlearn SP 600 spectrophotometer {Unloam instruments, Cambridge 
England)* \
;V;1■ YY
'
- - 23/ ;3. - GENERAL METHODS L; :.
3,1. - PREPARATION OF THE ENZYME FROM RHIZOPUS DBLEMAR.,KMM)Mni.MÀ« II# I ii*i I   "M
Stock cultures: '
Stock cultures of the fungus Hhizopu# -delemar (CMI;
44, 24$) were maintained on agar slants in Uniyereal bottles ; 
lu tho following medium;
Médium # (w/v)
Malt extract 3,0
Mycological peptone 0*3
Agâr 1.2 -
Tap water*
Enzyme production' cultures ; -
10.0 ml of the above liquid -médium (without agar) wa's-.-
inoculated with a loopful of spores from a stock' culture and
o  , ^  - ' . ^  '. . .  X Xgrown at 30 for 48 h in a New Brunswick Orbital Shaker ' :
(oubmerged culture)* Lÿ
The whole of this culture was used to inoculate 12 1
of the same medium Ih a 14 1 New Brunswick Bench Top Fermenter. -
Growth was. continued for 36*48 h at 32^* , Aeration was 10 l\mih"k
and agitation 400 rev&min ^
Supernatant amyloglucosidaee activity wa%aa*ayed by - ^
0HSÂ method 6*hourly after 24 h of growth-and the fermentation
was stopped when activity started to decline. 1
Hafvesting; ■ ;
Then the culture was filtered through a o oaf se ' : ..h:
Buchner filter to remove fungal material, and reduced in v6lu6e /
to 1 litre by rotary evaporation at 4o? under vacuum (approx* ;\:1
13mmHg), The concentrate was centrifuged at 12,000 g for
10 min and the supernatant freeze-dried. This lyophillsed j
material so obtained was -termed crude enzyme preparation from ; -
tho fermantgtloa of Rhla.oHua dal.emàr. , , ;V
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3.2, - AMYLOGLUCpSIDASE ASSAY.
AmyloglucosidasG activity was measured, throughout 
this project, by assaying the amount of glucoae released la 
ail Incubatioa at 40^. The composition of the incubabion 
medium was, unless othorwioo stated, as follows;
X# (w/v) soluble starch in 25 rnM sodium phosphate/ 
citrate buffer* pH 5*0*
An aliquot of the Incubation mixture was withdrawn at 
appropriate time intervale and the glucose content determined 
by the DMSA method, or tho nooouproine method, or Lloyd and 
VhoXan*8 method (discontinuous assays). Those procedures aze 
subsequently referred to as UN SA, neoouproine aud Lloyd and 
Whelan's methods of assaying amyloglucosldase.
Anyloglucoeidaso action was also followed by continuous 
assay employing either spectrophotometry (ascorbic acid method) 
or the oxygen electrode (glucose oxltiaso/oxygen électrode 
method).
One unit of.activity was defined as the ainoisnt of 
enzyme required to release 1 umol of glucose per minute under ^  
the specified conditions*
3.3 *_ DISCONTINUOUS ASSAY OF AMYLOGLUCOS.IDASE - GLUCOS&:
DETERM INATION., ' : - . ^
3 . 3 . 1  -  REDUCING METHOD USING 3 ,5 -# IN ± T R 0 S A L Y G IL IC  ACID (UNSA)^  
The em ployem ent o f  DNS A to, 'do te rm in e  re d u c in g  s u g a r was- 
a c c o rd in g  to  the recom m cm dations o f  B e r n fe ld  ( 5 3 ) .  - Y
3 . 3 . 1 * 1 .  ~ MANUAL METHOD, , ;
Preparation of DNSA reagent* ' ■ - v-Y
100 nil of 2 M NaOli was heated to about 70° and DNSA '■
(5g) was slowly added with constant stirring. Upon complete 
solution of the DNBA, 100 ml of distilled water at approx. 70° 
was added* Sodium potassium tartrate (l^Og) was slov/ly. added. ;
When It was dissolved the volume, was made up to 5.00, ml with 
warm distilled water•
"Y : - . ^A volume of 2,0 ml DIN5.A reagent was added to 1-5 ml of ‘ \ 
sugar solution ( containing. a maximum of 1.8 mg glucose or -'
equivalent). The tubes were capped and incubated in a] vigor- , ; 
pusly boiling water bath for 5 min and then cooled. The , :
solutions wore diluted.to 20 ml and the absorbance was measured 
at 540 nm against a blank similarly processed. . ^
■ A calibration curve for glucose is shown in Pig, 
3.3;l,i»l.Y. . . . Y;;
3.3.1.2. - AUTOMATED METHOD
An automated method, based on the Technicon flow 
principle (Tochnicon Corp#, U.S,A.)f for the determination of , 
sugar by the DNSA method was used and its flow diagram is "
shown in Fig. 3.3.1.2.1,
Pig-. 3*3.1.2,2. shows the calibration curve fOr glucose 
using the DNSA-autcmated procedure. - :
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Standard curve for /glucose determination using the manual DNS'V method.
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3.3.2, - REDUCING NETIIOD NIDOGVPROINE. ' . &
The use of neocuproine (2,9-dlm@thyl-l,10*phonanthro- :.'-v'
3.ine HCl) :f or the do tormina tiori 6f rednoing,sugars was ±‘lrs,t v
^described by Brown (5^), Npoo^proine specifically chelates.- - 
with-Cu ioii produced .by ■ blie oxidation' -of reducing sugars . 
developing a oolpuredY oompiqx. ,
Dygert ot ai.(37) haVe replaced the tartrate in Brown*s 
method by glycine, and have expanded the r&nge of precision of
thê/as&ay from 5*3P to 3-123 pg of glucose.
- - The neoouproine'mothôd as recommended by Bygcrt at al. ' 
is. as, follow's r, '% - ' ' '■
Reagents *
ij ' Soiution A s Anhydrous., sodium- .carbonat'e (40 g) was ■ '.■■’‘:‘
dissolved in about 600 ml of distilled 'water. Id g of -■■>
, ./glycine were added and/ when dissolved, 0.430 g of cUpric
j s'ulphate- pêntahydratè was dissolved and the volume made - '.-
\ r . up to 1 litre. ' ' ./ h'
il) Solution B : 0*12 g of neoçuprolne w&8\dissolved in 100 ml-
of distilled water and- kept in a brown bottle. .
2 ml of solution A were added to 1-2 ml Of solution 
containing.'•.3-100 'u'g of glucose or equivalent « :2 ml of solution c-;|
B were pipetted into /the same tube. Which was capped, shaken- aiKlX'/i 
placed in a vigorously boiling water bath for 8 min, Subse- ■' ' -yl 
quently, the tube was cooled, the content diluted to 20 ml with , /X!
distilled water arid its absorbance read at. 430 hm against '. CX,X
distilled water.
. ' \ : / . ' y , . ' , .
for calibration curve see Pig. 3.3»2,-X, •
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3.3.3. - KNZYMIÜ HBTHOn OF LLOYD AND WHELAN.
■• Since Hnggott & Nixon (38) published the specific
method for tho determination of glucose using glucose oxidase- 
peroxidase system, thoro has boon considerable interest in 
improving and extending this assay. One of these achievements
has been the measurement of glucose ,in the presence of c< -1,4- 
giucans despite the fact that the impure grades of glucose 
oxidase contain ^C-l,4-#lucanasc activity capable of releasing 
glucose from such glucans.
The activitios of those unwanted onaymes present in 
glucose oxidase preparations, have been overcome by .inhibition 
with Tris (59).. A. further improvement of this method has been 
formulated by Lloyd & Whelan (60) replacing Tris-HCl buffer 
(little buffering capacity below pH 7.0) with Trls-phosphate 
buffer. This latter assay is as follows;
Reagents ; ■
i) Trts-phosphate-glycerol buffer: Tris (18.15g) and sodium
dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate (23g) wore dissolved in 
130 ml of distilled water. 200 ml of glycerol were added 
and the pH was adjusted to 7.0 by dissolving the acidic 
component of tho buffer. Finally, the volume was made up 
to 300 ml with distilled water, 
il) Glucose oxidasc-poroxidaso roagent; 30 wg of glucose
oxidase type 11,. 3 mg of peroxidase type crude and 10 mg 
of o-dianioidino dihydrochlorido were dissolved in 100 ml 
of Tri G-phosphato-glyoorol buffer.
Assay;
To 1 ml of a solution containing not more than 70 ug* 
glucose, 2 ml of glucose uxidaso-poroxldasc reagent were added,
O 'Thon, tVi0 tube was ohakon and incubated at 37 for 30 niin.
After this time, 4 m.l 3 H hydrochloric acid were added, mixed 
well and the absorbance road at 3^3 uwi#
P i g . s h o w s  calibration ourve for this assay 
of glucose, '
3.4. - CONTINUOUS AGÜAY OP AMYLOGLUCOSIDA&B. '
3*4,1. - ASOOKBTC ACID METHOD. g;
%t is very important in enayme kinetic' studies that y g j 
the method used for .measuring velocities is accurate and \
preferably rapid,and if initial velocities are measured, it is à
advantageous to use a continuous recording. Therefore, the W
need for an accurate, rapid# direct method for amyloglucôsidâse' 
assay has become apparent, %%*
Most of the amylogluooaidase activity determinations w 
involve the measurement of.the product released ~ glucose#' / vg 
The glucose oxidase/peroxidase assay of glucose provides 7^  
the'basic idea of a direct spoctrophotometric assay for amylo4 V ^ 
glucosidaee. ,
The method of Uuggott 6 Nixon (38) for the determination, % 
of glucose based on the use of glucose oxidase involves the 
oxidation of o-diànisidine to a coloured product and its : F
spéctrophdtometric determination at 420 nm. This method, as a / 
basis for continuous assay'- of glucosc-producing enzymes, sùffers- 
from the disadvantage that oxidised o-dianisidinc (3,3-dimethoxÿ^
4#4-diifâinôdipheuc<iuiuosie.) has a low molecular extinction . ' .'.'--h/Xi
coefficient ( ^  » 4 x 10" 11 t r o . obi"* ' in 25 mM sodium -y'F
phosphate/citrate buffer, pH 5«0 at 420 nm), '-'.j
In this mothod for tho direct spcotrophotometrio f
determination of amyloglucosldase, o-dianisidine has been ' yX.'.V:
replaced by ascorbic acid,--which-_has a high molecular extinction -xF! 
coefficient in the ultra-violet region, while its oxidised form ' 
(dehydroadcorbio acid) has a negligible absorption in this rangc^y /{
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GLUCOSE Jpg)Pip;. 3.3.3.1. - Standard curve Tor p;lucose d e t e r mination usinp,the method of Lloyd and Whelan.
Thia method is' b a s OB/,>bb •f'bll'oying-snssyRie; reactiowsj-yLj ' ^ amylo#^ncb8idA&e ' .c<»3:$4""g;ino%n H^O ^ ( l )
glucose oxidase . 'Awii-wgXiicjbsG 4^ Ox »».««.-<— ■ j'l Op, •j' ï)**|ÿl.‘uebîto** §"*»iactîoï)ie .-::! /./ % 2 \ » 2 . . (2) .
 ^ / '. peroKidase -. ' '.'\' ', .H_6w‘ +■ ■ asoorbio acid H^ O. + debydroascbrbio acid';;M(3) .,., :i
Reaitent X '■ •■':w
25 mM 'Phosphate/citrate., buffer oontainin# 70'-%#'. oxaiate-, pH'5*8' ,%roo[guSèryr  ^ . - ■“  ■■.  ^ ' - . ',.
9b#5 ml of 0*1 M oitrlo acid ami 151*5 %Ril ,0,2M'dibasic , Wyj 
. sodib& phosphate were mixed and 9*3# g sodium oxalate were 
diséolyed* The pH was then adjusted to 5*8 a#d the volume made 
up to 1 litre with distilled water. This bufTer ha® been used 
successfully to prevent àutoxidâkion of the ascorbic acid (61). 
Ascorbic acid reagent; 10 mM L-ascorbic acid was prepared in y 
PCO buffer. The aeoorbio acid ultraviolet a^isorptidn maximuia, if 
which variea with solvent, pH.and temperature (62), was 26# rmr yv 
at pH 5.8 ( g Alü.4 X ib^ litre.mol~^.cm~^) at 40* in PCO buffer/;. 
Glucose oxidasèyperoxidase roagont# Tho method of passur & Klepp 
(63} was usbd to r@mçv6\,^*~l,4"&lùéànaAo activity from glucose /} 
oxidase type II. Purified glucose oxidase and poroxidase- typey/T-i 
i were dissolved in PCO buffor, to obtain a solution with an \yil 
activity of about 1 3  and. 1500 units p e r  millilitre, respectively ,.n 
' (1 unit 3= 1 nmol of product released or substrate consumed.per ;j 
minute), - v. '• " '
Àmyioae reagent: l#r (w/v)amylosô typo 1 was prepared in PCO u
buffer# . 'ii
: / . ; -.-y
0.5 ml of 6*3 mM ascorbic ùcid (stook solution diluted j
3ytlmes), 1 mi of glucôge oxldase-poroxidaso reagent and 1*3 ml/^ .j
. - ' ' ' . ' \ ' of amylose reagent were pre«incubated at 40 . 0*2 ml of araylo*,,...]
30.
glucaaid&BG containing from 2 to 20 units was introduced into 
the sample cell and-, a control cell whic.h lacked ascorbic acid.
The decrease in extinction at 26o nm was recorded.at a chart
’ ' *« '1 . ■ 'apoed of 1 cm.min"^ for at least 5 «in on an SP 800 recording
spectrophotometer ('Unlearn Instruments, Cambridge).
Definition of unit*
The change in extinction per minute may bo converted
to mnolea glucose released,per minute (units) by the equation: T
umoles glucose/min ss ( A  B/min x 3#0)/18.4 TO
AB/mln: ; - Change in extinction per minute# -
This calculation.is based on tho use of the molecular
n -*1extinction coefficient for ascorbic acid of 18.4 x 10"^  litre .mol '
-1^ ' ' ' : -c#r and the assumption- that 1 mole of ascorbic acid is oxidised
per 1 mole of glucose released.
A critical analysis of this method Is presented in 4.y.
3.4i2 - GLUCOSE OXIDASB/OXYCE# BLECTRÇDE METHOD. : \
in this project, it was used as a Clark oxygon electrode-^ ^
(Rank Brothers, Bottis&am* Cambridge) made, with a 2 mm diameter /
cathode, covered with 2_5 u thick teflon membrané and filled with.
saturated KCl solution. The reaction vessel was surrounded by /
a water jacket .through which water from a thermostat was
circulated/ The current generated was fed into an AR4$ recordbfT^
10 mv full scale deflexion (Unicam Instruments, Cambridge). /
When the polarising .voltage applied to the electrode
was varied over tho range =0,1 to =1,0 V the electrode showed a
"Dlateau? starring from =0.? V (8ee Fig, 3.4.2.1a). At this
 ^ V ' . - ' ' ' . . -voltage, there was a linear relationship between the electrode ,
current and the concentration of dissolved oxygen in solution 2
(sec Pig. 3.4.2.1b). - t-jThe instrument was calibrated by bubbling air into;the 
buffered medium at 4o* until;:-saturation was achieved^ By using 3
y-:!r-yi
.05 _è3U
OXYGEN |%|
Odisc.wacer
O air
1
Za:5 .05U
- 1.0- . 7 - . 9-.6 — #8
Pig. 3.1.2.1. -
Pig. 3.+.2.2. -
VOLTSC al i b r a t i o n  of tlio oxygen electrode. R e l a t i o n ­
ship between the voltage applied to the oxygen 
electrode aind tlie current g'tuierated .
Relati onsliiji between tho concentration of oxygen 
and the current g;e ne rated in the oxygen electrode
31' .
the conversion factor of Chappell (64) « solubility of oxygen 
of 0.380 Mmole9.ml ■ tho following calculation was obtained;
^ „s 8.636 nmoles.division of i*ecordç,.r'",^l,..^ 
88 scale division
The api?lication of the oxygon electrode for tho determin­
ation of amyloglncosldasc activity la based on the oxygen uptake 
following the oxidation of the product released (glucose), 
catalysed by the action of glucose oxidase. These steps are­
as follows; I
^-l.!.-gl«ean ♦ H^O . ^-D-cluoo»» (l)
(3-JJ-clucoso. -î- 0,  ^D-eluoouo-S-'* lactone (%)
where the-uptake of oxygon in stop 2 la followed by oxygon' ■
olectrodo procedure* *
Glucose and amylogliicoaidasc activity were estimated
as follJva:
Reagent;
i) 25 mM Phosphate/citrate buffer, pH 3,0 (PC buffer); 121.3 
ml O.lM citric acid and 128*3 ml 0.2M dibasic sodium 
phospliate were 'i»tixed, pit adjusted to 3*0 and the volume 
mado up to 1 litre, 
ii) Glucose reagent ; 0,1*6. (w/v) glucose was made in PC buffer.-, 
ill) Auiylo a o re agon t : ly. ( w/v) amylose • typo . 1 was made in PC 
buffer.
-1iv) Oluc.oB0 oXidasc rotx#ient ;' 0*3 mg.ml ' glucose oxidase
grade 3: was made in PC buffer. This enzyme preparation 
contains less than 0,01’[;tc<»-l,4—glucanaso and^-fructo— 
furanooidaso activities. 
v) Amy 1Q g 1 u c o d> i cl a s o r  a a on t ; 0*76 mg.ml"'^  amyloglucosidase 
(purified as described in 4*1,3) was made in PC buffor.
Glue os e as eay;
2,0 ml of glucose oontairoing 100-?00yug were incubated 
in tho .reaction vos eel of the oxygen electrode at 40^* 30 yul
of glucose oxidase reagent was added through tho hole in the 
plunger by B\icrosyringe and the oxygen uptake recorded with 
a chart speed of 1 mln.cm • See Pig. 3.4.2.2b for calibration 
curve.;
A my1ogluc o aid a s o a s s ays
-, 2.0 ml of amylOSÛ. reagent and 30 of glucose oxldaoo 
■ reagent were incubated in , tlie reaction vessel of the oxygon 
electrode at 40^. 50-200 yil (about 4 to 15 punits) of
amyloglucosidaae reagen t wore added following the same procedure 
as for glucose oxidaso in the glucose assay. Pig. 3.4.2.2a 
presents the relafciouship between the initial rate of oxygen 
uptake and an+y 1 oglnocsidase concentration.
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aoo. o— o
AOO. O—
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a ) Rela tionshij) between airiylo^;l\icosiciase concentration and the initial rate of oxyfjen uptake usin^y fylucose oxidase/ oxy^yen electrode mctîiod.
n) Standard curve for fylucose de terriination us inf y the ,'ylucose oxidase/oxy^yen electrode 
m e thod.
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3.5. ~ PROTRIN n%T%RNlKATTuN.
3 • 5 • 3- » B iure t nio tho d .
ThiB procedure (65) 1B as followss 
Biuret reagent:
Oupric sulphate pcrxtahydrato (0.15 g) and sodium 
potassium tartrate (0.6 c;) wore dissolved in about 50 ml of 
distilled water# A solution of 10% (w/v) sodium hydroxide 
(30 ml) Wcxa slowly added with stirring and the volume %v*as made 
up to 100 ml with distilled water.
Assay:
To 1 ml of a - solution containing not more than 10 mg,.- 
of protein k ml of Biure k reagent was added and after 30 Biin at 
20—25^ (room temperature) the absorbance was measured at 5^0 nm 
against a blank in which water replaced the proteixx solution#
A calibration curve was established using casein as a 
standard protein (soe Fig. 3e5»l*l")»
go. 300
0.200-
0.100-
0.0000.0 3jO 5,'0 610 8.'0 9i0 lO.'O 
PROTEINW
2Î0
Pi I'Y. - S r.aiif ' arcl curve I'ot' tlie do Lc.>rm;lua tiou ol' protoin
by tbo biuret iiethofl.
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3#3.2. -METHOD OP LOWRY ËT AL. y^
protein measurement with Folln Çlocalteu*s phenol >v
reagent according to Lowry ^1* (66) involves two steps: {
reaction with copper in alkaline solution and reduction of y
' fPolin reagent. This method Is as follows: .
R e a g e n t  :
A reagent; Sodium carbonate (10 g) and sodium hydroxide (50 ml 
1m) were dissolved in about 300 ml of distilled water and the 
volume made up to 300 ml with distilled water, ’
b reagent : cuprio sulphate pentahydrate (0.3 g) and sodiîira 
potassium tartrate (0,2 g) were dissolved in 90 ml of distilled -
water and sodium hydroxide (10 ml 1m) was added, - I
0 reagent: 30 ml A reagent and 1 ml B reagent were mixed.
‘This reagent waa discarded after 24 h,
D r e a g e n t : pblin Giocalteu'a phenol reagent 1 ,8 ?  N was made hp to;
IN w ith  distilled w a te r .
P r o c e d u r e ;
2 ml of C reagent were added to 3-60 of protein
contained In a volume up to 2,8 ml and allowed to stand for 10 
min o.r longer at room temperature, 0,2 ml of D reagent was 
added, immediately mixed,and the volume made up to 5 ml with
distilled water. After 30 min or longer the absorbance was j■4measured at 750 nm (3-20 yig of protein) or 300 nm (greater than !
20 Jig o f  protein), !V j
Fig. 3*3*2"1* shows standard curves using lysozyme 
grade I (3x cryat.) as a standard protein.
0.500-,
0.400-
0.300-
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0.100-
0.0000.0 10J0 20i0 30.'0 40.'0 SO.'O
PROTEIN (|jg)
60.'0
F i C .  3 . 5 . 2 . 1 . Standard curve for the doteri.jination 
of protein by the method of Lowry et al, JCxtinction was read at 75^ nm ( Q  ) and 
500 nm (V )•
3.5.3.- METHOD or MAKBURO & CHRISTIAN.
Pro te la cstimatioris, basod on ultraviolet absorption 
measurements were carried out according to rocommoïidationo of 
Warburg & Christian (67). Absorbance measurements were made 
at 2B0 nm and 260 nm and calculations were according to a 
modified KaickarVs equation (68) as follows:
protein (nig.mX**^ ) « 1.55 x ^^ pgo O.76 ::
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3.6. - DETECTION OP oCAÏ'IYLASE IN AMY(,OGLDCOSIDASR PREPARATIONS
3.6.1. - PARTIALLY OXIDISED Am'LOSE METHOD.
The detection of c< ^ amylase activity in amyloglueo-* 
aidasc preparations according to tho method described by 
Marshall & Who.Ian (32) was performed as follows:
5ÿ- oxidised amylose (2.5 mg), an appropriate amount of 
enzyme and 30 mM acetate buffer, i>H 3»0 (1*3 ml), were 
ln<mbatcd at 4()^  together with a reference digest containing 
unoxidised amylose* Aliquots (50 ysl) were removed at 
appropriate time intervals for gluooo© determination by Lloyd 
and Whelan's method.
As an examples (3 -amylase typo XI-h (9.2 units) from 
barley free of aC ^ amylase was employed and the extent of 
hydrolysis of both oxichlsod and unoxidisod amyioso by this 
enzyme preparation can be soon in Pig. 3.6.1.1.
100.0-,
75.0-
sen
50.0-
0.0-OJQ 2>0 2.'5 3J0
TIME (HOUR)
P i g .  3 . 6 . 1 . 1 .  Time course of action of ^  -amylase from barley on amylose ( D )  and 5*^ oxidised amylose ( 0  ) .
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3.6,2. MÏCTHOD.
Tho d e te r m in a t io n  «T c o lo u re d  p ro d u c ts  r e lo a a e d  fro m  
chrom ogonio  a u b a tr a te s  by onaymo o a ta X y a la  waa c a r r ie d  o u t as 
f o l lo w s Î
Amyl080 aauro roa/tont)
0*2^ ( w/v) amyioso aeniro B grade was suspended in 23 W! ' 
phosphate/oitrato buffer, pH 3#8 containing O..(w/v) bovine 
sorlmi albumin and lieatod in a boiling water bath for 3 miîT to 
give a. colloidal suspension, providing therefore a larger 
substrate surface area. Tho inclusion of albumin la to prevent 
spoiitauoous hydrolysis*
4 *9  ml o f  am ylose a z u re  re a g e n t  and 0 .1  m X  o f  th e  enzyme 
p r e p a r a t io n  w ore in c u b a te d  afc 4o ’^  u n d er s t i r r i n g ,  and a l iq u o t s  
o f  1 .0  ml w ere w ith d ra w n  a t  tim e  i n t e r v a ls  and c e n t r i fu g e d  a t  
6 00  g f o r  3 m in . The absorbanoo  o f  tho s u p o rn a ta n ts  was 
m easured a t  595 nm a g a in s  t a b la n k  i n  w h ich  w a te r  r e p la c e d  
th e  enzyme,
100^ h y d r o ly s is  o f  1.0 ml of 0.2'}o (w/y) am ylose a z u re  
g iv e s  an extinction o f  0 .4  a t  595 nm and r e le a s e s  620 jpg of 
glucose*
Amylopec t i n  a z u re  re a g e n t  and assay*
0.2^ (w/v) a ifiy lo p o c tin  a z u re  A g ra d e  was p re p a re d  i n  
th e  same way as amylose azure re a g e n t  and th e  a s s a y  procedure 
was i d e n t i c a l  to  t irâ t  d e s c r ib e d  above for amylose a z u r e ,
lOO^ i hydrolysis of 1,0 ml o f  0,2^ (w/v) aniylopoctln 
a z u re  g iv e s  an e x t in c t io n  of 0*3 a t  595 nm and r e le a s e s  300 ug  
o f  g lu c o s e .
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3.7# ^ rmtlOnÀTR OXIOA-TION OB' AMYLOSE.
3.7.1, . PARTIAL OXIDATICH? OB' AMYLOSE,
Sodium metaperiodoto wa@ û8@d to oxidise amyioso to )
obtain 3 different dbgrêea of oxidation. Theao oxidised poly- 
sâoehorldos wore obtained as follows: ^
Amyioso typo I (500 mg) was dissolved in 4u ml of ^
distilled water, and a solution (10 ml) containing the
calculated amount of sodium metaporiodate necessary to give
the various degrees pf oxidation was slowly added with stirring. 
The mixture was '-kept for 4 h in darkness, dialysed against watér^" 
overnight and freeae-driod.
By using the following equation: ; :
M mg amyioso x # x 214 ^- 16,200 :
^ - ÿ dogroo of oxidation sought. % ;
Values of 22, 99# 198, 297 and 296 mg of sodium meta- /
periodate wore estimated, to give 3# 12# 30, 43 and goÿ. oxidation/^|
' . -‘h. ’}of amylose, roopGctivoly.
To determine tho.actual extent of oxidation obtained, 10
■■ '•■-.••.I
mg of each oxidised amyioso were dissolved in 4.0 ml 1 M MCI and H 
incubated at 100* for 2 h# 4*0.ml 1 M NaOH wore then added, y 
pH adjusted to 7*0 and the volume was made up to 10 ml with 
diotilled water.
Finally, the glucose content of these, hydrolysatea were A.l
- - -'Hdetermined by the method^ ,.of Lloyd and Whelan* A control oontaihr^
ing 1*1 mg of glucose was processed in the eamo way to estimate
■ , ■ . ' / -'{ the loss of glucose during the acid hydrolysis* Table 2*7#1#1
shows the amount of glucose recovered after tho acid hydrolysis J
Of each oxidised amyioso.
o  LnO
H", d*
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H  > ■
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, 3.7V2. " TOTAL OXIDATION OP AHYLOSP-DBT#MIWATION. OP DEGIŒB'',.: -;
OP POLYNBRIBATION (DP)
The degree of polymerisation of amylose was estimated /.y.i 
by determining the non^rodnolng end groups of the molecule by -: 
the periodate oxidation method.
„ This method la based on the release of two moles of 
formic a d d  per reducing eud and one mole of formic acid per non^ \ 
reducing end during the oxidation of amyioso by the periodate ions 
Therefore, the number of glucose monomers per chain can bo 
caiouiatod, since the number of end groups is stpchiometrioally ^ 
related to the moles of formic acid produced^- Obviously, if an ;yfï 
ensemble of polymers of various degree of polymerisation is used*\ { 
the result will be tho number-avcrage degree of polymerisation _ 
;(DP) of the isampie# \.V:
This method is as follows;
800 mg of amyioso wore dissolved in 100 ml of distilled 
Water, .and cooled at 4^, 20 mi .of .6,37M Nâlp^ were added, ; Th±».-{-f
-mixture was divided into 2 aliquots# - ■;>;
To one aliquot of 60 ml, 1 ml of ethylene glycol was 
added with stirring and the pH measured and noted after 30 min in 
darkness, -
The second aliquot of 60 ml was stored at 4^ in darkness ; 
for 24 h, after which 1 ml of ethylene glycol was added with vci
stirring# and after 30 min in the dark the pH was measured again. 
The mixture was then titrated back to the original pH of aliquot y 
I with O.OOlH NaOH# The release of formic acid and the Dp were ? 
calculatod as below;
môles formic acid released a vol. x 10** moles.
moles glucose ss wt. amylose/ldS moles,, 
chain number » moles formic acid released/3, i
DP a moles gluoôsé/chain number, .
 ^ u . / '  : . .  -  j
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where
v o l . ;  «• volum e, o f  O.OOIM HaOH.
w t ,  am ylo fio ; « w e ig h t  o f  am yioso em p lo yed ;
For amyloGO ty p e  ï  fro m  p o ta to  a volum e o f  9 * 3  «ni o f
O.OOIM, WaOîï If a 8 used to t i t r a t e  a l iq u o t  Z»  Thus DP e q u a l to
797  was found  a c c o rd in g  bo  th e  f o l lo w in g  c a lc u la t io n s :  
moles fo rm ic  a c id  released ' = 9 *3  x 10** m oles*  
inolew g lu c o s e  s 0 .4 /1 6 2  = 2 * 4 7  x 10***^ moles* 
c h a in  number =9*3 x 1 0 " ^ /3  » 3 . 1 % l6"^ c h a in s .
DP s:3 2.47 X 1 0 ~ ^ /3 .1  X 10*"^ a 797  m oles g lu c o s e /c h a in *
42. ' . J.
3.8. - METHODS OF IMMOBILISING AHYLOGLIJCOSIDASE.
3.8.1. - PREPARATION OF CAlAoXyMETHYLC'ELLtJLOSE HYDRAZlDE.
The preparation of CM-?cellulosé liycli'azide, from CM- 
cellulose was carried out by the procedure recommended by Crook 
et al, (69). This method is based upon the two following 
reactions;
II It /)i) Cellulose-O-C-C/ + CH„OH ^^^h_s,Cellulose-0-G~C^H OH . H -0-CII»
ii) Celluloso-O-C-cr;/ + — > Cellulose-O-C + CH-OHH ^0-CH„ 2 . 3
i) Preparation of CM~cellulose methyl ester;
20 g of. CM-celluloss GM-11 (0.6 mequiv.g"’^ ) and 3OO rnl 
of dry methanol were stirred together at 70 ,^ 2 ml 10 M HCl were 
then added and this mixture was refluxed with stirring for 4 h. 
After 4 h. the resultant GM-cellulose methyl ester was 
washed three times with 100 ml of dry inefchanol and dried on a 
vacuum filter,
ii) Conversion of the methyl ester group into hydrazide;
The washed powder from the above reaction and 200 ml of \ 
dry methanol were stirred together at 40^, 20 ml of hydrazine 
hydrate, were then added and the mixture was Incubated at 40^ for
72 h.
The product was twice washed with 100 ml of dry methanol, 
methanol saturated with CO^, 90% aqueous methanol and dry methanol, 
successively.
The IR-spectra of the GM-cellulose hydrazide so obtained 
was comi>ared with a sample purchased from Sigma Chem. Go, London 
(see Fig. 3.8 .1,2,)

3.8.2. - IMMOBILISATION OF AMYLOaLUCOSIDASE ON CARBOXYMBTHYL- V' 
CFLLULOSB HYDRAZlDE^
An inimobilisod aiiiyloglucosidase on GM-cellulose 
hyclrazido was prepared according tq the method of Chris tison ( 44 ) . 
This method involves .reaction between carbonyl (aldehyde) residues 
formed after periodate oxidation of the carbohydrate prosthetic ;
group of ainylogluoosidasG and carbonyl-reactive groups, (hydrazide) | 
of the CM-cellulose derivative,
i) Oxidation of the carbohydrate prothetic group of amylogluco-sidase;
120 mg of amyloglucosidase were dissolved in 4.0 ml 
50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 4.8, 3.2 ml 60 mH sodium
metaperiodate were then added with stirring and the mixture was 
ke%)t in darkness for 1.5 h at 23^* After this time, 2 ml of 3^ 
(w/v) glucose solution were added to inactivate the remaining 
periodate and the solution was dialysed against 10 mM sodium 
acetate buffer, pH 4.8 overnight at 4-.
Assuming the moi.wt* of amyloglucosldase is 100,000 (9)»
120 mg contains 1.2 yumoles of enzyme. Thus 9^ yumoles of carbo­
hydrate residues are available for oxidation since there are ,80 
^imoles of carbohydrate residues per mole of enzyme according to 
Pazur e^ aJL. ( 18). Therefore, to provide the ratio periodate to
carbohydrate 2:1, as re commend ed by Christison (44), 192 unioles 
of poriodato ions (3,2 ml of 60 mM NalO^) are necessary.
ii) 1mmofo i1is at i on of oxidised amyloglucosldase on CM-celiulosehydrazide:
The pH of the dialysed oxidised amyloglucosldase 
preparation was adjusted to 6.5 and 600 mg of cM-cellulose 
hydrazide were added and the suspension was stirred for 48 h at 4^
The GM-cellulose oxidised amyloglucosidase immobilised 
derivative was washed with l.OM NaCl, 0.5M NallCO^ and 50 mM
h 4 •i-> • ; , ■
phosphato/cltrate buffer, successivoly, to remove proteins 
physically attached to tho support. This washing was different 
from that used by Christison (50 mM phosphate/oitrata buffer 
containing 0*5M sodium chloride).
1
4s.
3.8.3. ~ IMMOBILISATION OP ANYLOOLUGOSIBASB ON p-AMINO-BBNZYLGBLLULOSB.
PAB~@elluIo80 was pretreated (diaKotisod) as follows;
500 mg of PAB-oollulose (0,11 meqalv, / g) were 
stirred in 100 nil of 0.6N HOl at 4^ and 0*2 g of NaNO^ tforo 
added slowly to the euapenelon* After RO mln. the powder was 
filtered and washed with distilled water until pH wan nearly 
neutral*
Immediately after, this diazotised cellulose derivative
was introduced into 10 ml of aoiylogluooeldase (containing 2 mg/ml) 
in borate buffer, pH 8.4 at 4^ and stirred overnight. Tho enasyrae 
physically coupled to the PAB*»ceXIulo8Q was then removed by 
washing the powder with 1.0 M NaGl, 0,3 M NallCO^ and 23 mH 
phoaphate/citrate buffer, euocoGWiveXy,
Finally, the resultant material (amyloglucosidaee 
covalently attached to PAB'«colltilose) ivas rcsuapended in 23 uiM 
phosphate/citrate buffer, pH 3.8 and stored at 4^.
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3.8.4. - DBTRWMINATTON OP THB ACTIVITY OP IMMOBILISED AMYLO-GLUCOSIDASE.
The activity of atoyloglucoeidaeo attached to either 
CM*"cellulose or ,PAB«cel3:u.lose was determined as follows;
The insoluble matex’iai, containing tho enzyme covalently 
bound to it, was resuspended in fcho required concentration of 
substrate; volume of solution; ionic strength and pH given by 
an appropriate buffer and stirred at a constant rate at 40^. 
Sam%)lo8 were removed at time intervals and centrifuged at 600 x g. 
Tho glucose content of the supernatant was dotcrmdn&d by the 
glucose oxidase/oxygon electrode mothod, whereas the precipitates 
wore collected together and washed with IM sodium chloride and 
the used buffer, successively. Thon, the recovered precipitates 
wore used again «
4T,
3,9# - SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS,
3.9.1# ~ GLUCOSE OXIDASE PURIFICATION,
A glucose oxidase purification recommended by Pa%ur & 
Kleppe (63) was carried out as follows;
Preparation of ohromatograph!c columns;
DEAK-celluloso UK-32 (40 g) was stirred into 1 litre 
0#3M HOl■and left for 30 min* After this first treatment, it 
was washed in a funnel fitted to a Buchner flask in which vacuum 
was applied, until the- effluent was at pH 4,0, Then the ion 
exchanger was roouspondod in 1 litre 0,5M NaOH and again loft for 
30 mii'i, Tho result from this second treatment was also washed 
in a funnol/Buchner flask/vacuum system until the filtered effluent 
about pH ?,0,
This pre-cyoled DEAE-cellulose and-about 200 ml 0,2m 
acetic acid wore stirred together with a magnetic stirrer in a 
stoppered Buchner flask and vacuum was sot.
The pro—cycled and degassed DEAE-oellulose was dispersed . 
in 1.2 1 30 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 4.3 and allowed to 
mettle in a measuring cylinder for 1 h. Aftor that, the super­
natant buffer solution containing fines was removed, Tho DEAL- 
cellulose so obtained was divided into 2 parts: 75'm of this ion - 
exchanger was introduced into a column (400 % 35 mm) and 233' into 
a smaller column (200 x 20 mm). Both columns wore washed with 
50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pl£ 4,5 until equilibration,
Sample gpp 1 i.cations
500 mg of glucose oxidase type XX were dissolved in 5 ml: 
of distilled water and dialysèd against 10 mM sodium acetate 
buffer, pH 4.5, overnight at 4^. This dlalysod engymo sample 
was made up to 10 ml with the same buffer and applied to the 
top of tho first column (400 x 35 mm),
Elution procedure a
Tho column was washed with 0,51 70 mM sodium acetate 
buffer, pH 4,5 and subsequently with 0,51 100 nsM sodium ace ta to
. ' 48'-
buffer, pH 3*7 at a flow rate of 90 ml/h# The effluent was ;
monitored at 258 rnu with a Uvlcord Spectrophotometer (LKB Inst#,
Sweden)# The protein content of the peaks collected was determined 
by the method of Lowry al# (66), whereas the enzymatic 
activities were assayed as follows;
o<-l,4-glncanase activity in. the glucose oxidase preparation; 
in an assay mixture composed ofs 
0,3 mH L-ascorbio acid (0,5 ml) prepared to POO buffer# 
lit (w/v) amylosc (l#5 ml) prepared In PCO buffer,
150 ug/ml peroxidase typo X (0.9 ml) prepared in PCO buffer,
0,1 ml of tho peak was added and the absorbance at 268 
nm was recorded continuously at a chart speed of 1 om/min
against a reference lacking ascorbic acid, Ti.u> reaction was
o - - ' ' "performed at 40 in cells of 1 cm light-path in a SP. 800 spoctro-
photometer (Unicam Instruments, Cambridge), This procedure,
based on the ascorbic' acid method (See 3,4,1,), would measure
o6-l,4*»glucanase activity in the peak containing glucose
oxidase activity,
01ucose oxidase activity:
Glucose oxidase activity was properly estimated, by
adding 0,1 ml of 0 ,2% (w/v) glucose solution to the reaction cell
and recording the reaction at 268 nm as above.
Catalase activityg
Catalaoe determination was processed by tho luodlfied
Chance»B method (See 3»9,2,).
A representative elution profile of this fractionation is
ell own in Fig, 3*9»1«3. ,a. The peak containing the bulk of glucose ;
oxidase activity (4th peak) was applied on the top of tho second
column (200 X 20 mm) and reclironiatographod by the same procedure
as for the first column. The pattern of this second chromatography
is presented in Fig, 3,9«l*l»b.
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ri.n>. 3,9,1,1, Elution, profile of the chrometorrs^ 
phy of ,glucose oxidase type II on a — cellulose colunn(/ "^0 x 35 mn). ntenvise elution uas performed rs indicated in the chro^-'ato'^ ram and recommended "by T'ezur f- repple(A3). The eluate examined for pro­tein by snectrophoto'ietry at 258 nm. "Glucose oxidase, (X—1 ,/l— r-incenase and catalase activities were deter— 
’rined in the peo-ks ohtained and the results a^  e pre­
sented in Table 3.9.1•!.?) lillufsn profile of the chromatorra^ 
phy of the 4th peak from the above chromâtoar phy on 
a second 7) 1 E-cc.i lui use column(?00 x 20 mm). Stepwi­
se r '->T^ ’ "■I'' i-'pn performed as indicated in the chro — 
matOfrram(63) and the eluate was analysed as above.
0.1 M pH 3.7 
ACETATE BUFFER
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A summary of this purification procedure is displayed
in Table 3.9,1,1,
50,
Table 3,9,1,1, - ELUTION OF GLUCOSE OXIDASE,
e^-l,4-GLUCANASE AND CATALASE FROM GLUCOSE OXIDASE TYPE II 
PREPARATION ACCORDING TO THE 
METHOD OF PAZUR & KLEPPE (63)
peak* Specifi c activities (units ,mg protein*"^)
Glucose Oxidase -1,4-glucanase catalase
1 o,o4o 0,333 6,500
11 0,0 0.0 4.728
111 0,200 0.100 3.268
IV 0.368 0.034 1.927
IVa 0.223 0,166 1.927
IVb 1.283 0.0 3.509
* - Obtained from chromatography on DEAE-cellulose (See Fig*
... . 51.
3,9.2. - CATALASE Af>SAY.
Catalase assay was performed by a slight modification 
of the Kiothod of Chance (69)* in  which the decrease in  extinction 
at 24o nm is measured when catalase and H«Op are incubated 
together, ' This assay is as follows:
to a 3 ml cuvette wore added 3 ml of 88 mM HoO,. in 10ti éi
mM Tris-chloride buffer, pH 7,0, 0.01 ml of the peak was then \
pipetted onto the side wall of the cuvette which was covered with 
parmfilm, mixed by inversion, and inserted into the SP 800 
spectrophotometer (Unicam Instruments, Cambridge), Recording 
against a reference cuvette of 10 mM Tris-chloride buffer, pH
7.0 was started im m e d ia te ly  at a chart speed of 1 cm/10 s..
52.
4. - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, , - ?'
4.1. ~ STUDIES ON THE PURIFICATION OP AMYLOGLÛCÔSIDASB,
4,1.1» - AMMONIUM SULPHATE FRACTIONATION.
A summary of the data for a typical ammonium sulpJxa'te 
fractionation of amyXoglucoaldaBe la given in tho table 4,1#1*1^
Tho bulk (80*/) of tho enzyme was recovered in tho ©top containing 
60-7U‘/ ammonium sulphate, 7
4,1.2, - ETUANDLIÜ PRECIPITATION: j .\
■ , \ ■ Ethaholi'c precipitation of protoin was used to ooncea- ."\
trato ainyXogiucosldaso preparations, as well as to purify th.om
from ethanol soluble contaminants»
A strength of approximately 80*/ (v/v) ethanol was
employed, based on the results shown in Table 4,1.2,1, These
percentages of ethanol were obtained as follows;
A : - 2g freoae-dried crude enzyme %;reparution from Rhlzopus
delem&r fermootatio'u wore dissolved in 15ml of distilled
water,
B s- 99/- (v/v) ethanol. \
ÿ A U
O - 79,2 5ml 20ml
0 - 82.5 6ml 30ml
0 - 90,0 2ml 20ml
0 ~ 94,3 1ml 20ml
After mixing, the proteins were centrifuged at 10,000 
X g for 10 uiin and tho precipitates redlsaoived to their original 
volumes, namely, tho volumes showed in A, Levels for et'Jianolic 
percentage higher than 79*2/ (v/v) precipitated inactive proteins, 
thus decreasing tho specific activity of the material obtained.
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cmiOMATOmi^PHY ())4 DIBTjlYLAMINOETIIYLCSùLLULÔSIC.
- 4,1^3,if ~ GR&DIÜNf &LUTION, - ' -
A method rèoommendod by smyley et al# (?1) was employed «t,
. 600 oi" kho 60*^70^ ammonium sulphate fraction were
applied to the top of a 350 % 25 mm column of DEAE-cellulose
that had been washed with O.^H HOl, distilled water, 0#5W NaOH, -
distilled water until the pH value of the washing.was below 
8,-0 and' finally 0#1N sodium aootate buffer, pH 4,2 until 
equilibration, Elution was ,cst'êrte&.: with the same buffer and - 
when the first peak was detected a linear gradient elution'was 
Bét up 0.3 to 1*0M sodium aootato buffer, pH 4,2# Tho flow rate 
was 60ml/h. Amyloglucosidaso emerged as a single peak and was ^ : 
completely eluted when the gradient was approx. 0.5M* The ^
protein peak was recorded by continuous ultraviolet monitoring 
of tho,,effluent stream with an LKR-Uvioo'rd, Fractions of 2#^ml
were collected and then ohaymatio activity determined by the W
DHSA method. ' i
. T h o  tubes containing the bulk of the activity were .{y ^
pooled, dialyaod against distilled water overnight at 4^ and then ) 
concentrated in vacuo (approx, 15 mmllg) at 40*. A typical j
elution profile can be seen in Fig#' 4#.1."3#1#1#-
in this particular example, à preparation (tubes no, ^ ^
35-55) containing a specific/activity of 0.#3 u n i t s , w a s  
obtained, whereas the sample applied on the top of the column 
showed a.vâ&ue of 0#0ÿ5 -'-units# mg" '# %n total, a 40-fold 
purification.was achieved by using this chromatographic step on ^ 
-DBAB-celluloae after ammonium sulphate fractionation.. . /\j
However, the amyloglucoaidase obtained by these methods 
has been demonstrated to contain traces of o<. -amylase according 
' to ..'the 'partially oxidised /amylose procedure#
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4.1.3.2. - STEFWÏSE ELUTION,
X on e x c h a n g e  p r o  p a r a t  i on g
Pre-oyclin#: DKAE-côlluloso 1)10-32 (30g) was stirred into
750ml 0.5M HCl and loft for 30 min. Subsequently it was washed 
in a funnel fitted to a Buchner flask under vacuum until the 
effluent was pH 4,0, Then the ion exchange was resuspended 
In 750 ml 0,5M HaOH and again loft for 30 min, followed by 
washing as above until the offluent pH was 7*0,
■ \Degassing; The pro-cycled DEAE-cellulose and about 250 ml \
0,2H acetic acid were stirred magnetically in a stoppered Buchner
flask under vacuum to degass.
Egui11bra11on: Tho pro-cycled and degassed DEAE-cellulose
was introduced into a column (500 x 25 mm) and washed with 0.02M 
degassed acetate buffer, pH 4.2 until equilibrium was reached. 
Application of sample;
An ethanolio precipitation of the crude enzyme preparat­
ion of Hhiaopus delomar fermentation reeuspeuded in 0,02M 
acetate buffer, pH 4.2, was applied on the top of the DEAE- 
cellulose column above described and a stepwise elution carried 
out with acetate buffer 0*02M pH4,2, 0.2M pH 4,2 and 0.2M pH 5 . 4 .
The flow rate was 3,5ml/min, The effluent stream was
analysed, as px'cviouoly described, in an LKB-Uvicord. The 
elution volume of tho peaks was diaiyood against distilled water 
overnight at 4^  ^and concentrated vacuo. Amyloglucosidase 
activity and protein content of these peaks wore measured by L3-oyd 
and Whelan*8 method and the procedure of Lowry ^t aT. respectively, 
A typical pattern of the chromatographic behaviour of 
aoiyloglucosidase from Rhizopus delemar on DEAE-cellulosc DE-32, 
following those procedures, is shown in Pig. 4.1.3.2.1, This
elution profile was obtained bv using 4,0ml of an ethanolic
-1 ' -precipitate containing 1.223 unito.ml" and 5«0 mg protein,ml
0.8-
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Fie. 4.1.3.2.1. Chromatography of ethanolic precipitation of crude preparation of Rhizopus delemar ainyloglucosidase on a DEAF-cellulose column (500 x 25 mm). Stepwise elution was performed as indicated in the chromato­gram. The eluate was examined for protein by spectrophotometry at 258 nm and amylo- glucosidase activity determined by Lloyd and V h e l a n ’s method in the peaks collected. Amyloglucosidase was eluted with the first peak.
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Pig. 4.1./.I. - DEAE-SEPMADÜÎX A-50 C^rROMA^OCRAPHY OP GRTjRy rPPPMiATIOF OP RFIZ0PU5 P3T..E::aP -JTLO^t.itcosIDASE. The column was 
300 X 15 mm and was eluted with a 1 inear ,?radient of 
cii^rate buffer provided by a Technioon Autorrad. The collected fractions were examined for amyloglucosidase activity. Amylof^lucosidase was eluted in the second peak,
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Tlie ainylogluGoaiüaoe activity waw coincident with the first peak#
The material obtained showed a specific activity of 1*42 units*
•*3 'mg protein '# The combination of this procedure and the ethanolic 
précipitation gave a i^urlfication of about 15-fbld,
This preparation released a maximum of 28ÿ, glucose 
residues from amyloae azurq, but no soluble coloured products 
were detected aftof exhaustive hydrolysis,confirming t3ie absence 
of traces of oC.-.amylase*
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4.1.4. « CHROMATOGRARHY ON DIKTHYLAMlNOBTHYL-SErWADKX A-50.
100 mg freozo-driod crude enzyme preparation from the 
fermentation of Rhizopus delemar In 4 ml 10 mM citrate buffer, 
pH 6«0 were applied on tho top of a column (15O x 30 mm) of 
DKAIC-Bephadox A-50 pro-oquilibratad with the same buffer used as 
a solvent for the sample, A gradient olution was started by 
using a Technicon Autograd (Technioon Corp., O.B.A.) so that the' 
citrate gradiont waa linear. Fifty fractions were collected at 
a flow rata of 60. ml/h, Fnzymatio activity was assayed in tho 
fractions by measuring the glucose released according to the 
reducing method neoouproine,
A representative elution-proflle is shown in Fig. 4,1.4.1.,•- 
and a suimiary of the results is presented in Table 4.1*4,1.
Fig. 4.1.4.2. shows a progress curve for the hydrolysis of 5ÿ 
ox i d1s o d amyl000 using th e pro para t i on s ob tai n od.
As seen in Fig. 4.1.4.2., most amyIog3.UGosidaso activity 
was coincident with the second peak, which presented a higher 
rate of glucose liberation from 5r> oxidised amylose than the 
first peak. Furthermore, tho second peak was unable to ■ 
hydrolyze completely the partially oxidised amylose until an 
aliquot from tho first peak was added. The latter observation 
also demonstrates that thlB amyloglucosidase preparation was 
free of traces of ^(-amylaao, and oC-amylase contamination 
contained In the crude preparation was eluted in the first peak. 
However, modifications in th.e properties of the DFAF-sephadex 
with the ionic strength of the buffer have proved to be a 
disadvantage of this purification procedure compared with that 
CÏescribed in 4.1.3.2.
59.
Table 4.1.4.1, - Purification o.F UhizopuB delomar amylogluoo-
sidas.o on DEAF-Sophadox, A-50*
peak*
Enzymatic Activity (imits.ml** )
Protein Specific
■ -1 Activity (mg protein.ml~ ) (units.mgprotein** )
Is t 0.5 0.64 0.78
2nd 0.6 0.4? 1.28
* - Obtained as shown in Fig. 4.1.4.1
1100.0-,
75.0-
Ist peak
8tn
25.0-
0.0- 2J00 Joo 4J00 sJoo 6J00 7.'00 sJoo 9i00
Fig. 4.1.4.2 TIME (HOUR)Time course of glucose release fromoxidised amylose by the action of thefirst ( Q  ) and the second ( V  ) peaks obtained from the purification of Idxizopus d e lemar aniyloglucosidase on 
DE.\E~sephadex Tho arrow indicatesthe addition of an aliquot from the first peak in the second peak ~ oxidised
amylose reaction mixture.
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- CHROMATOC;i^ RAf>HY ON AlCrilADEX G-j)0 AND AMBERI,rPK ' -
Aiiother method to purify amyloglucosidase pro par a 11 oi* s 
was proposed by Pazur & okada (9) ae follows:
S t a g o  I Î
A sample of the froo%e-drlod crude enzyme preparation 
(8 ml of 100 rn'g/ral) was applied to a column (280 x 30 mm) of 
Sephadex G-30 equilibrated in 20 mM sodium acetate buffer, ph 3*0# 
Twenty five fractions of 2.3 ml were collected at a flow rate of 
60 ml/h. Fractions were assayed for amyloglucosldaso, activity 
by the IlNSA mothod. Protein content was dctcr«niîJod by Warburg 
& Christianas uiothod.
The fractions containing the bulk of enzymatic activity 
(8-l4th) were pooled and used In Stage 11,
The pooled fractions were applied to a column (300 x 30 
mm) of Amberlite IRG-50 (cation exchange rosin) pre-equllibrated 
witP 20 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 3.0, Fifteen fractions of 
2.3 ml were collected at a flow rate of 80 ml/h. Enzyme activity 
and protein content wore determined as in Stage 1, Amylogluco- 
sidase v/as found in the fractions 9 a&id 10,
The data from a purification of amyloglucosidase by 
this procedure is summarized in Table 4.1,3*1» Fig. 4.1,3*1• 
shows a progress curve for the hydrolysis of 3$ oxidised amylose 
using tills preparation. As seen in this figure, amyloglucosxdase 
purified by the present procedure Is unable to hydrolyze 
completely tho partially oxidised amylose, except when oC~amyiaaa 
is added to the incubation mixture. This proves that this 
mothod of amyloglucosidase purification removes traces of 
"amylase from tho enzyme preparation. The use of two 
chromatographies emerged as a disadvantage compared with the 
purification procedure described in 4,1,3,2.
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4.2. " AMYLOGLUCOEIIDASB ACTION ON RKMAXOL mtlLLIANT BLUE
DERIVATIVES O F «1#4-GLUCANS,
Experiments were carried out to investl^nte the 
amylogluoosidase action on Romassol Brilliant Blue (rbb) 
derivatives ofo(-l,4-gluoan8.
Tho enzyme used was one which has been purified '
according to the procedure related in 4*1,5* and the absence ,of 
traces o:fo<-"amylaso has boon proved following Marshall and Whelan's 
metliod describod in 3*6.1,
The derivatives were RBB-^awylose (amylose azure) and 
RBH-ainylopectin (amylopectln azuro) *
Tho detection of glucose and/or a c-oloured product 
released by tho enzyme activity was performed ae* described in 
3*3*3* (Lloyd and Whelan's method) and 3*6.2*, respectively.
The results of those investigations are prosorited in 
Fig* 4,2,1. and Fig* 4,2*2,
As reported by Marshall (35) for Oibachron Blue amylose, 
aifiyloglacosidase is also unable to release coloured products 
from Remazol Brilliant Blue derivatives of o< ««1,4-gTucans although 
it can liberate a limited amount of glucose.
n5.0-
8CO
§
2.0-
-CL 124 00.0-
Fif?. 4.P.I. -
TIME (min)
Time course of -] ucose( ) and coloured product lil-eration( ) 
from Renazol frilli'^nt H ue ceriv?tive of r nyl ose( amyl ose az’Te) 
by the action of a-'loyl ucosido.se free of traces o1‘ _c-ylage.
10,0-
8.0-
8to
2.0-i
0.0;
TIME (min)
Pig,4.P.2* — Time course of ylucose( ) and coloured product 1tbcration( )from 
Remo.zol Trilliant Plue derivative of anylopectin(nmylo’iectin azuré)
by the action of amyloplucosidase free of traces of o C  -amylase*
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4.3. ~ AMYLOGLUCOSIDASB ACT:l:ON IN THE PmcSElTCE 01'^ c<"AMYLASm.
Tho o T fo c tr* o f  tra c o B  ofo<(-auylaeo contamination in 
amylo^luoosidaao preparation# have been considered so . f a r  in
relation to the decoction of such contaatiiiation using: modified 
substrates. The effect of this ondoamylolytlc enzyme on the 
kinetics o f amy 1 o g 1 u o o s ici a s o has also bee n i nve s t i g a ted*
Attomx>ts to  study q u a n t i t a t i v e l y  th e  k i n e t i c s  o f  
a m y lo g ln c o s id a a e  a c t io n  in  th e  p re s e n c e  of<=>4 «am ylase ' w i l l  in v o lv e  
c o m p lic a te d  equations unless some s i m p l i f i c a t i o n s  a re  in t r o d u c e d .
Sawicki (72) has suggested a kinetic model for the 
slmultaaeoLis hydrolysis of starch byc>4-amylase, ^«amylase and 
maltase, A complicated equation was found to describe the rate 
of glucose release wl th time. However, the autlior has no 
experimental evidence for his model,
I n  t h is  work, th e  following t h e o r e t i c a l  and experimental 
ap p ro ach  was d e v e lo p e d  to  investigate th e  effect o f -a m y la s e  
on amyiog’lu c o s id a s G  kinetics#
Initiallyj, it is necessary to consider simply amylogluoo- 
aidaso kinetics. It la known that the apparent kinetic 
parameters of amylogiucosidaae vary with the size of tho substrate 
employed* In other words, the increase in DP of substrato results 
in a decrease in V and km, at least with DPp>7*
Thoma & K o sh land  ( 3 l )  havo proposed an e x p la n a t io n  for 
t h i s  decrease in  Km and V based on c o m p e t i t iv e  i n h i b i t i o n  by  
i n t e r n a l  residues o f  th e  o< -1,4-gluoans. T hey  p o in te d  o u t t h a t  
such i n h i b i t i o n  w ould n o t be o b s e rv a b le  u s in g  th e  c la s s i c a l  
e q u a tio n s  since th e  c o n c e n t r a t io n  of I n h i b i t o r  w i l l  be p r o p o r t io n a l  
to  th e  substrate.
The classical equation describing competitive inhibition 
can be represented by the formulas
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VS (1)Km(l+ I ) + S.5!
For G><.-1*4 “-^ ; lu c a n 5 ?  o.f:’ n m o n o m e r #  c o m p l e t e d  b y  a m y i o ^ l u o o s l d a a o  
there will bo one active and (n-m) inactive complcæoG, where m 
roproBonti-i Lhe niimbor of ^lupoKo unite over which the bindixi^ ?; 
eibo ie extended (hm « 2). The concentration of internal
roaildues? which cauees inhibition le given by (n-«M)S» Thori 
equation 1 will bo
V VSi
JVIÏÎ 1 (n-m)SKi
(2)
+ S
Xt l8 worthwhile to note that equation 2 is homeomorphlo
with Michaolis Menten equation, provided Km* and V* (apparent 
MlchaollG constant and maximum velocity) are interpreted as
V*
Km '
V 1 4- (n*m) (Km/Ki )
jîi
(3)
('•)1 + (n-ra) (Kin/Ki)
Equations 3 and 4 predict the decrease in V and Km as 
the DP of substrate increases, since higher values for (n-m) 
result in lower values for the expression in brackets.
While equation 2 is in fact oversimplified (single chain 
attack and competitive inhibition by product being Ignored) it 
permits the investigation of the simultaneous action of c?C-amylase 
wltil amyloglucosidase #
SincecxC-amylase la an ondoamylase there is a rapid 
decrease in the average molecular weight of the substrate con-
Krj, .
bras ting wi th tho ac tion of an oxo onxyme such:, as aaiylogluco- 
sldaso.' This effect of od -amylaso which has been termed 
"doxtrlniaatio»" is observed as a first phase of c<.-auiyXase 
action when the intensity of blue value (iodine staining power) 
and tho viscosity rapidly decrease.
As stated above, tho kinetic paxmmotore (Km and V) of 
omyloglucosidas© depend on tho average molecular weight of 
substrxifco, honco rapid reduction in the average molecular weight 
caused, hy tîie prosenco ofe(-amylas0 will naturally affect those 
observed parameters.
Fig. 4.3,1, shows tho time coxu’se of glucose release 
frcmo^-l,4-glùcan (amylose) by amyloglucoGidase, free of traces. 
ofc< -amylase (purified as described in 4.I.3.2.), and the 
effect of subséquent addition ofo< -amylase at bho point ‘ /
indicated. Whereas Fig, 4,3.2. shows the time course of 
glucose release firstly only with o< -amylase followed by the 
addition of amylogliicosidase at the point indicated* These '
experiments clearly show: that the incfeased rate of glucose 
release in Fig, 4,3.1, after addition of cK -amylase could not . 
have boon due to the action of c>C -amylaso per so «
Fig, 4 .3,3 presents the time course of tïie decrease 
in average molecular weight of amyl ose (DP w 7 9 7  ) .upon c»<C-aiHylaso 
action. The procedure for determining molecular weight of 
amyloao, based on method of Hiroml et al, (73)» was carried out 
as follows;
Amylose and-amylase wore incubated at 46^ and aliquots 
of the reaction mixture were withdrawn at appropriate kime
intervals and immediately incubated at 100^ to denature c<-amylase,. 
These samples were cooled in ieo and incubated in tho reaction 
veasoi of an oxygon electrode at 4o^* Amyloglucosidase, froe of 
tracos of c?<,-amylaao (purified as in 4.1,3.2), was introduced and
.j '
4, ... n t t  -j. ‘ '*1
346-
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I ”  IIcm/rnîn i^_a&
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Fig. 4 .3 .1, - Time course of glucose release from 
amylose by the action of amylo- 
glucosidase free of traces ofc><l-amy- 
lase. The arrow indicates the 
addition of 200 yig -amylase. The 
reaction mixture was composed of 38 
amylose, 60 yig glucose oxidase, 
100 yig of amyloglucosidase and 30 niM 
phosphate/citrate buffer, pH 3*0 
(Vol, = 2.00, T = 40°). Glucose was 
determined by the glucose oxidase/ 
oxygen electrode method.
346-
.VoE
173-
OU3
T IM E  min
Fig. 4 ,3.2 , - Time course of glucose release from ,amylose by the action of cX-amylase, The arrow indicates the, addition of 100 yUg of amyloglucosidase free of traces of c>C -amy­
lase. The reaction mixture was composed of 
38 amylose, 60 ^ g glucose oxidase, 200 ug c/. -amylase and 30 mM phosphate/citrate 
buffer, pH 5*0 (Vol, = 3»00 ml, T = 40°),
120.0-
80.0-
tu
20.0-
0.0 5J0 lOiO 15.'0 20 Jo
TIME( MIN )
Fig, . 3 • 3 • - Time course of tho decrease of the average
molecular weiglit of amylose by the action of
-ciiiiylase. The determination of the average 
molecular weig'ht of the samples removed from an 
amylose o<-amylase reaction mixture was performed
according to lliromi et al*s procedure (73)»
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tho rate of glucoao released followed by glucose oxidase/oxygen; 
electrode procedure. Prom tho plot of time/glucose versus 
glucose, the slope was obtained* The average molecular 
weight was determined according to the following equation;
Mol.v/t, S3 Mol.wt K s/s (3)
where
Mol.wt.^ ; Average molecular weight of substrate removed at _t 
time of amylose/oC -amylase incubation mixture..
Mol.wt.Q ; - Average molecular weight of amylose. In tliis
particular case a value of 130,000 was used since 
an amylose with a DP rz 79? was omplbyod. 
s s- Slope from time/glucose versus glucose plot for the aliquot 
a t Jb time.
:- Slope from time/glucose versus glucose plot for the amylose. 
Fig. 4.3.4. shows a s/v against s plot of aniylogluco- 
sidase action on amylose (dP == 797) in tho presence and absence 
of c/ -amylase. The values of apparent Km (23.01 - 1,29 and
apparent V(l75*40 - 4.00 nmoles.min"^) for amyloglucosidase in 
the presence of c/,‘-amylase are greater than those (10.77 " 0.^4 
pM and 8? #87 - 1.19nmolcs, niin*"***) found for pure auiyloglucooidase.
The advantage of adding pC-amylase to o<-1,4-glucan/ 
amyloglucosidase systems, as far as the hydrolysis of such 
polymers by the latter enzyme to produce glucose is concerned, is., 
exploited in nature since both enzymes are simultaneously 
released by many organisms including the fungal species Rhizopus 
and' Aspergillum. • '
The presence of o/ -amylase and amyloglucosidase acting 
together resulting in the production of higher amounts of glucose - 
in shorter time intervals will hold considerable commercial interest
600.0-
200.0-
-30 jo -20 jo -lOjO
s unI'ifV» '1.3.4. r Comparison hofcueen s/v versus s'plot for aiiiylo- f’lncos j flase ctitalysed liydrolysis of amylose in the absence ( f f ) and in t>ie presence ( §0 ) of CX -amylase. pll 5*0, T  = 40^. Imyloglucos^dase 
and -amylase concentration were 50 and100 ^p;.ml~ , respectively, s/v is expressed in10^ X ^ iM. nmoles' ctively,■“ .min.
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4.4* - AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE ACTION ON OXIDISED AMYLOSE.
Aniylog’lucosidase activity is blocked by the presence of 
oxidation points in thec^L-l,4~#lucans substrates. The kinetics 
of this inhibition îu-’wbrèvc ;.'i investigated,
1) Theoryt
In amyloglucosidase catalysed hydrolysis of partial 
oxidised lineartp/-1 ,4-glucan substrate, the enzyme-substrato . 
complex formation faces two possibilities 5 an active complex of 
a non-reducing unit with amyloglucosidase and an inactive corny)!ex 
of an oxidised non-reducing unit wi th amyloglucosidase. The 
latter occurrence will load to competitive inhibition. There­
fore, the reaction schemes and the rate lav/ can be represented as 
follows:
E
kils ES Pk (1)
+3
k 3
#I (2)
iv m
-1
k
k
(3)
Ki
k— 3
(4)
1
V
1
V
k+ 3
1 Km/S (1 + I/Ki) (3)
.However-, this kind of inhibition can not be demonstrated 
v/i fch these conventional equations since the concentration of 
inhibito%" is directly proportional üo the concentration of 
substrate. In this sense, the competitive inhibition by partially
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oxidiGed Bubstrate moleoules roaomblea compotltive inhibition by internal 
roeidués of Bubcsirate as studied, by Thoma & Koshland(3l)
Consider a linear polymer consisting of a number n of 
residues^ in which 2 ere oxidised. Thus $ for any polymer oomploxed to 
amyloglucosidase there will be (rw-p) active and inactive complexes. Then 
the oonoentration of inhibitor is given by the following equations*
( n - p )!
and
1T KmT
(6)
+ ( E ë p
Kmirr ) (7)
Equation 7 can be simplified into the linear form of Miohaeïis-Bîenten 
equation,
i  ^  ( 1 * Km</3 ) (8)
in which V* (observed maximum velocity ) and Km* ( observed Michaolis 
constant ) are complex, functions given by the following equations*
1Vf V . p Km ^ nqr  ^“i r  _
(9)
and
Km* Km
1 + Pn-p KmW
(10)
Equations 9 and 10 can also bo mdtten in the following
inverse formsi
1
1Tm*
1nr
1 • K T
Km/Ki
I'TT *
n-p
P.Xh-p
(11)
(12)
Equations 11 and 12 predict tha>t plots of l/v* and î/îCm* 
versus (p/(nr-p)) will be straight lines and in the latter case the slope will 
be l/îCi. Th«refo3Be, these observations provide an opportunity to test this 
theory experimentally.
I n  a d d i t io n ,  i f  ^  i s  e q u a l to  z e ro  (n o  o x id a t io n )  
th o  o b s erved  M io h a o lis  c o n s ta n t  iCm* w i l l  be roduco d  jto  Km,
n a m e ly , th e  M lo h a o lio  c o n s ta n t  in  th e  ab sen ce  o f  o x id a t io n  o f
' : . ,\ tho s u b s t r a t e ,  ■ Tho same c o n s id e r a t io n  w i l l  a p p ly  to  th e
' ■o b s erved  maxiimisu v e l o c i t y .
Oil th e . o th e r  h a n d , i f  lOOÿ, o x id a t io n  o f  s u b s t r a t o is
Ic a r r ie d  o u t ,  T  i s  e q u a l to  j i ,  th e  o b s erved  M io h a c l la  c o n s ta n t  and
th e  o b s erved  maximum v e l o c i t y  w i l l  bo e q u a l to  zor6 \*
\
1 1 ) E x p c r im o n ta l i
\ ■Tho a m y lo g lu c o s id a s e  a c t io n  on o x id is e d  am ylose was
' i  ' ' ■
in v e s t ig a t e d  by o m p le y in g  1 3 s 3 0 ,4 5  and 60ÿ, o x id is e d  araylor.es and 
an onzymo p r e p a r a t io n  p u r i f i e d  on .b iîA K -c o llu lo B Q  w h ich  was f r e e  
of t r a c e s  o f  c/L -a m y la s o  a c c o rd in g  to  th e  chroraogenic s u b s t r a te  
t o s t  p ro c e d u re . The s tu d y  i n  tho  absence o f  o x id a t io n  was 
p e rfo rm e d  w ith  u n o x id ls e d  am ylo se  (DPR'/'9 7 ) fro m  th é  same o r i g in  
as th o  .o x id is e d  p r e p a r a t io n s ,  Tho e n z y m a tic  a c t i v i t y ,  was 
m easured by t h e .a s c o r b ic  a c id  method as d e s c r ib e d  in  3 , 4 * 1 , ,  
e x c e p t., th a t  th e  c h a r t  speed was d e c re a s e d  to  1 cm /5 m in ,
P ig ,  4 , 4 , 1  i. shows th e  g lu c o s e  r e le a s e d  fro m  u n o x ld is e d  
and o x id is e d  auty loses by tho a c t io n  o f  a m y lo g lu c o s id a s e  a t .  4 0 ^ ,  
pïl 5 * 8 ,  when a  c o n c e n t r a t io n  o f  0 . 166' /  (w /v )  o f  s u b s t r a te  was 
u se d ,
I n i t i a l  v e l o c i t i e s  w ere d i r e c t l y  e s t im a te d  fro m  th e  
i n i t i a l  s lo p e  o b ta in e d  fro m  r e a c t io n - t im e  c u rv e s  such as th e  
t y p i c a l  exam ples In  P ig .  4 , 4 . 1 #
I n  P ig .  4 . 4 * 2 ,  a rc  shown t.ho s /v  v e rs u s  b p lo t s  fox* 
each s u b s t r a t e .  The v a lu e s  o f  Km and V and th o ix ' r e le v a n t  
s ta n d a rd  e r r o r s  a r e  l i s t e d  i n  T a b le  4 . 4 , 1 ,  The M ic h a o l ls  
Cons ta n t  Km and th e  .m axim al v e l o c i t y  V  d e c re a s e d  w it h  tho  
in c r e a s in g  o x id a t io n  o f  am ylose and th o s e  r e la t io n s h ip s  a r e  
b e t t e r  d is p la y e d  in  P ig .  4 , 4 . 3 *
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FifT. 4.4.2. - s/v VIORSUS s PLOTS FOR VMYLOGLTTCOSIDASE-CATALYSEI) 
HYDROLVSIS OF UNOXIDISLD ANT> OXIDISED AMYLOSES. pH 5*0» T = 40^, enzyme concentration^= 40 nM, s/v is expressed in 10^ x yiH mmoles min
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. 3 • v)> !)GpoTidenco of the api>arent Km of amylof;liic o-sidase on tho decree of oxidation of amylose.
B) Deiiondence of the apjiarent V of amylofvlnco- sidase on the de,“.roe of oxidation of eimylose,
■ • ■ 71.
The Icinètic features above, obtained with unoxidised 
and oxidised amyloses, are consistent wit3i those predicted 
theoretically. Thus, if n is the total number of residues and 
g: the number oxidised, the plots of 1/Km and 1/v obtained 
against p/(n--^ ;p) Vvill bo straight lines as shown in Pig, 4,4.4., 
from v/hich the inhibition constant Ki (the inverse . of the slope 
of tho former plot) can be calculated (Ki = l*02jpM).
As stated earlier and demonstrated here, the observed 
Km and Y should attain the value of aero (umueasurable) whèn p=n 
( 100/. of residues oxidised). Equally, as ^ tends to %ero, Kra* 
and V* will tend to Km and V, '
o.
M/ (N-H)
o.
z£
O'
M/IN-H)
4.4.4. a ) 1 / K im v e r s u s  m / ( n - m )  p l o t  f o r  a m y l o g l u c o s i d a s e -  
c a t a l y s e d  h y d r o l y s i s  o f  u n o x i d i s e d  and  
o x i d i s e d  a m y l o s e s .
B)  1 / V  v e r s u s  m / ( n ~ r a )  p l o t  f o r  a m y l o f ^ l u c o s i d a s e -  
c a t a l y s e d  h y d r o l y s i s  o f  u n o x i d i s e d  a n d  o x i d i s e d  
a m y l o s e s ,  ri and  m s t a n d  f o r  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  
g l u c o s e  u n i t s  and  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  o x i d i s e d  
g l u c o s e  u n i t s  i n  t h e  a m y l o s e  m o l e c u l e ,  
r e s p e c t i v e l y ,
.72.:
4.5. - AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE' ACTION ON MALTOSE.
To investigate the kinotic»vOf amyXo,^luoosidase action 
OÎ1 maltose as substrate, O.25E units ot onzymo were incubated 
in varying maltose concentrations {0.2 to lOm^ i) and the initial 
velocities calculated by Lloyd and Whelan*s method. Tho 
assays were carried out in 20 mH sodium acetate buffer, pH $.0 
at 40^*
The present values of 1.95 • 0,05 mM for Km and 74.99 “
0.70 mmoles .min"* ^ for V (see Fig. 4,5.1.) for amyloglucosidase
!■on maltose are of the same order of magnitude as those reported
by niromi et al. and Ono et al. (30) and different from tho =•
- - .value of 6.x mM reported by O’Neill e_t a^. (39) for the same 
system. It 1» interesting to note that these latter authors 
obtained a value of 1.4 mM for the Km for the maltose- DFAE- 
cellulose amyloglucosidase immobilised system, but could offer 
no explanation for this fall in Km after immobilisation of the 
enzyme (as they noted no charge effects and film diffusion 
resistance effects apply in this system), Xt may be that the 
0*Neill a^. Km value for tho free enzyme is suspect, and tliat 
in reality there exists no difference in Km for bialtosa between 
the free enzyme and the immobilised enzyme.
4 0 0 .0 - ,
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Fi{V, 4 ,5 .1 . s/v versus s plot for amylo^^lucosiclasecatalysed hydrolysis of maltose. pH 5.0, T = 40^, Enzyme concentration = U.l4 yuM.
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4.6. pll PROFILE AND TmCRMAL STABILITY OF AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE.
To InveatigatG the effect of pit on the enzyme activity, 
0.258 units of amylo#lncosidaee wore incubated in 0.5 . 9» (w/v)
80 liable starch at vary in (r p.1l*o provided by 50 itsM «odium phosphate/ 
citrate buffer at The enzyme assay was established by the ;
neocuprpine method and fche initial velocities worked out frdra 
these assays were plotted in terois of percentages (highest value 
was considered as 100'/') against pif (Soo Fig. 4*6.l.a).
The thermal stability was determined by Incubating 
aliquots of 0.258 units of amyloglucosidase at different 
temperatures for 30 min, cooling thorn in ice afterwards and 
assaying their activities in O.5ÿ (w/v) soluble starch In 50 mM ■ 
sodium phosphatp/citrate buffer, pH 5*0 by the DMSA method. The 
percentages of initial velocities retained after these 'thermal 
treatments wore plotted against their respective temperatures 
(See Fig. 4.6.1.b).
As soon in Fig# 4.6.1.a, amyloglucosidase has a broad 
optimum pH ranging from 4.5 to 5.0. This observation is in 
accordance with the previous report by Phillips 6 Caldwell (8).
In addition. Fig. 4.6 ,l.b shows that amyloglucosidase is 
considerably stable at 40^ (temperature used for assaying amylo« 
glucosidaso throughout this project), 4 rapid fall in stability 
is observed for temperatures of pro-lnoubakion higher than 40^. 
Unfortunately g there have not boon similar expex’irncnts of 
amyloglucosidase therma1 s tab1111y rcported in tho 1itérâturc 
for comparison.
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4.7. - EVALUATION OF THE ASCORBIC AOIM METHOD.
A  m e t h o d  o f  a o a a y i n ^  a m y l o g l u o o o l d a a o  a c t i v i t y  h a o  
been p r o p o s e d  earlier, in w h i c h  a s c o r b i c  a c i d  replaced o - d i a n i s i «  
dine in Hug^ {j;e 11 6 Nixon * e m e t h o d  o f  .f;lucoBc determination.
T h i s  m e t h o d  i n  b a a e d  .on the following enayme reactiona: 
^_1.4_glucan It^ O n )
(3-D-Klucpao + 0,j H„0„ + D-gltioono- C i-lactotio.
•■, ■ . poi’oxidase -H ^ O g  + a s c o r b i c  a c i d - - - - - - - - ^ H ^ O  + d o h y d r o a s c o r b i c  a c i d  (3)
H e r e ,  t h e  m e r i t s  and l i m i t a t i o n s  o f  t h i s  p r o c e d u r e  are
d i s c u s s e d * .  T h o s e  c o m m o n k s  c a n  b o  s u m m a r i z e d  a s . f o l l o w s :
i) I n t e r f e r e n c e  o f  n u c l e i c  a c i d s  and protelnsi
i i )  R a t ©  behaviour o f  t h e  e n z y m i c  r e a c t i o n s ,
i l l )  C o m p a r i s o n  a g a i n s t  established p r o c e d u r e ,
i v )  P r e s e n c e ,  o f  o x a l a t e ,
1) I n t e r f e r e n c e  of n u c l c i o  a c i d s  a n d  p r o t e i n s .
T h e  absorbance of ascorbic acid at 268 nm and i t s
employment i n  t h i s  a s s a y  c o u l d  b e  a f f e c t e d  b y  t h e  presence,o f
n u c l e i c  acids a n d  p r o t e i n s  w*hich a l s o  a b s o r b  a t  t h i s  w a v e l e n g t h .
H o w e v e r ,  n u c l e i c  a c i d s  a r c  not n o r m a l l y  p r e s e n t  i n  p r e p a r a t i o n s
o f  extracellular enzymes a s  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  case, namely,
a m y l o g l u c o s i d a s e  f r o m  R h i z o p u s  d e i o m a r . N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  i n  o r d e r
t o  us e  t h e  p r e s e n t  method to determine t h e  a c t i v i t y  o f  g l u c o s e -
l i b e r a t i n g  e n z y m e s ,  o t h e r  t h a n  a m y l o g l i i c o s i d a s e s  f r o m  m i c r o -
o r g a n i s m s , a t t e n t i o n  m u s t  b e  p a i d  t o  t h i s  p o s s i b l e  i n t e r f é r e n c e »
O n  t h e  o t h e r  hand, t h e  a b s o r b a n c e  of p r o t e i n s  c a n  b e
o v e r c o m e  b y  a d d i n g  thorn t o  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  c e l l  a s  w e l l .  O b v i o u s l y ,
t h e r e  w i l l  b e  a  m a x i m u m  l i m i t  f o r  d o i n g  s o ,  a b o v e  w h i c h  t h e  a m o u n t
o f  l i g h t  r e a c h i n g  t h e  d e t e c t i o n  i s  r e d u c e d ,  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  t h e
n o i s e  o f  t h e  r e c o r d e r  i n c r e a s e s .
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— XA lysoKjOîiO grade X solution of 5 mg,ml was found 
to bo this limit when a Uni cam SP 800 spootroplxotomotor was 
«sod, Thei'efore, protein proparations containing only 0 . 1 -^; 
of amylogl«oosido.oe may bo used, but a lower percentage than 
this will no t bo measurable by this method,
:li) Rato behavio.ux" of tho enzymic reaction:
Tho amounts of glucoso oxidase and peroxidase required 
to ensure that the first reaction, releasing of glucose from 
c<-X,4-gXucans by amyloglucosidase, will be the rate limiting 
step in tho oxidation of ascorbic acid, were found by the 
following two experiments;
1 - Increasing amounts of glucose oxidase wore incubated in assay
mixture composed of 50 ,L-ascorble acid, 0 ,5^ (w/v) amylose, 
200 Jig peroxidase, 100 jig amylogXuooaldase and 50 mM phosphate/ 
citrate buffer, pll 5*0 containing 70 mM sodium oxalate 
{volume ri 3*00 ml, temperature 40^); and the rate of 
ascorbic acid oxidation recorded. The plot of these rates 
against the amounts of glucose oxidase employed showed a 
hyperbola-shape (See Pig. 4,7*1#^). Therefore, quantities ;= 
of glucose uxidase higher than 20 i^g*ml**” will yield a 
negligible increase of • the rate of ascorbic acid oxidation. p,'
2 «“ The assay mixture of tho last experiment was basically kept
i»constant, using the obtained value of SOyug.ml*^' of glucose 
oxidase, whereas peroxidase varied and the plot of tho rates 
of ascorbic acid oxidation against tho quantities of per- - ' 
oxidase used showed again a hyporbola-shape (soo Fig. 4.7«l*b)*
A mirritmm amount of 150 jig,ml* ^  peroxidase is therefore 
recommended,
Tho enzyme specific activities used were:
nx:
to
so^o
PEROXIDASE (MS.Ml')
IS.
‘CD
ac
âôjô sd^o o BÔJô
GLUCOSE OXIDASE ML‘)Relationship between glucose oxidase
B)
and the initial rate of ascorbic acid oxidation. Reaction mixture composed of 50 L-ascorbic a c i d ,
0 , y ’. (w/v) amylose, 200 /ig peroxidase, 100 /ig amyloglucosidase and 50 mM PC buffer containing 70 iiiM sodium oxalate, p?I 5*0 (Vol. = 3,00 ml, T = 4 0 ° )
Relationship between peroxidase concentration and 
tho initial rate of ascorbic acid oxidation. Reaction mixture composed as above, except 20 yug/ml 
of glucose oxidase were used.
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Amyloglucosidase - 0*528 units.mg protein"^
Glucoso oxIdaSG «• 2X0*0 units.mg protein"'^
. -1P e roxi d a s e  •« 5 , 3 5 4 . 2 1  tini.ts.m g  p r o t e  1 n
Finally, by tising these values of glucose oxidase and
peroxidase, the activities of different amounts of atuylogluco-
sldaso were determined and a linear relationship between
amyloglucosidase concentration and tho velocity of ascorbic a d d
oxidation was found (sce Fig* ^*7*2,)* Furtheriiiore, the
«*1 •specific activity of 0*528 units*rng protein ” for the used enz.ymc 
preparation was in agreement with that dotorrnined by tho glucose 
oxidase/bxygen electrode method*
. The study of tho rate behaviour of enzymic reactions 
such as presented here becomes very complicated v/hen 3 reactions 
are involved, Nevertheless, tho model can be simplified as 
follows ;
^1 ^2 ^3A  — ---> B    > C ------ — ^  D
Obviously, if thé rate of conversion of B to C and 0 to 
D are greater khan the rate of conversion of A to B, then the 
first reaction i/ill bo the rate-«-limiting step in , the appearance 
of D*
Borgmeyer (%) has pointed out a requirement that 
should be at least 100 times greater than k^*■ Moreover, he has 
shown an example of a 3»coupled enzymic reaction for the deter­
mination of myokinase, in which a ratio of k^/k^ of 30 proved 
satisfactory* It was also stated that the appearance of an 
induction period was consistent viifcli.a decrease in the ratio of
The onzymo activities, emx>loycd in the px'esont assay were:
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Fie. '4.7.2. Relationship between aiiiyloelucosidase concentration and the Initial rate of 
ascorbic acid oxidation. Reaction mixture composed of jO pM L-ascorbic acid, 0. (w/v)
amylose, 60 jug glucose oxidase, a 4^0 jug per­
oxidase, 50 01)1 PC buffer containing J O  m)J
sodium oxalate pH . 0 ( V o l . =3 . 00 ml, T-40°).
Amylo^luoosldaao 0,018 units.ml* 
GlUQOse oeidaoo «• units•vnl"*'*’
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Peroxidase - 503.I31 units.
Therefore, those values of » 119.8 and m 233*3 
are in agreement with those proposed by Bergmeyor (74).
Even 80, an Induction period of about 1 min was found, 
ill) Comparison against established procedurej
A comparison between this method and a conventional 
procedure of glucoso-llborating enzyme assay was provided by 
the action ofoC -glucosidase (B.C. 3,2*1,20.) on p**nitx‘ophenyl 
- c<, «-B-gXuco.side.
This enzymic reaction can bo represented as follows:
eC-#lucosidaoop-Nltrophenyl- c4 -D-gluoosld© > glucose + p-nitro*phenol
The release of p«-.ni trophonol can be measured by 
spectrophotometry at 40.3 nm, whereas glucose can also bo measured 
by spectrophotometry at 268 nm, since the method in discussion is 
employed, In this way, two values for the same hydrolysis rate 
will be found and a comparison can be made.
Reagents:
Enzymes;
cp^-Glucosidase Img.ml^^ containing 3 units,
Glucose oxidase •« 0.3mg.ini*” containing 63 units.ml"^
Poroxidaso - Img.ml containing; 3,354 units.ml"* '
subs trates ;
3.3 p-nitrophenyl-cs^-B-gl'acoside*
0,3 mM L-ascorbio acid
Buffer:
50 mM phosphate/citrate buffer, pH 6*8, containing JO mM 
sodiuin oxalato *
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pro CCS dure:
The following were placed in cuvettes maintained at 40^s
Reagents Test Control
^C^glucoeidase 10-30 pi* as in test
p-Nitrophonyl-cxC-D“glnoo8ido 40-100 71.1* -
L-Aacorfoic acid 0*50 ml .-
Glucose oxidase 0,20 ml 0.20 ml
Peroxidase 0,4-5 ml 0*45 ml
pliosphato/citrato buffer up to 3.00 ml up to 3.00 ml
* - A micropipette was used,
The increase in extinction at 405 nm due to the release 
of p-nitrophenol and the decrease at 2J0 im due to the oxidation 
of ascorbic acid were each recorded alternately for short periods 
(2 min,),
The molecular extinction coefficients for p-nitrophenol 
and ascorbic acid at pH 6.8 are 9*6 x lO^l^mol^^écm  ^and 12*6 x 
10'^ 1 .mol"*^.cm*", respectively•
By using; those values tl)o 06 "rglucosidase activity can 
bo calculated as follows* . ■
E/m:ln x 3.0)/9.6 at 403 ;un •
~}t'v^ a ( E/min x 3.0)/12*6 at 270 nm
HlioreK/min stands for changing of extinction per minute.
■“* " expressed as umoleo *min"*^
The results are presented in Table 4,7.1* As may be 
seen by inspection, v^  and are the same (standard error of 
mean equal to 5*71%)*
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Despite the fact that o<-glucoBidase releasesc< -D- 
glucosQ and glucose oxidase catalyses the oxidation of only 
|3 -D-gluoose (75)* those results show that mutarotation is not 
a limiting factor in bho use of the asborblc acid method.
Actually., mutarotation is not a consideration as far as the use 
of this procedure to detornulno amyloglucosidaso activity is 
concerned, since this enzyme releases# -D-glucoae (76).
Iv) Presence of oxalates
Sodium oxalate v/as Introduced into the phosphato/eitrato 
buffer to reduce further autoxidatlon of the ascorbic acid. The 
possibility of alteration of the amyloglucosidnse activity by 
oxalate was investigated by comparing the kinetics obtained 
using; the ascorbic acid method (in the presence of oxalate) and 
noocuproino mothod (in the absence of oxalate). These results 
are shown in Fig* 4.7*3" They can be yummarizod as follows; 
Kinetic parameters Ascorbic acid method Neocuproine method
it
’Is j, 1 1a « M it},
Km(^M) 15*72 - 0*89 15*78 - 1.39
V(nmolo8.mi:)"' ) 3 9 * 3 4  Z 1.43 5 * 4 4  ± Ü.19
15 16.5
(10) (M)* 1.456 X 10~^ 5.5 X 10"^
- Enzyme concentration used (mol.wt, a 100*000 (9))*
Those results show an agreement bo twoon both mathods, 
therefore the addition of oxalate to prevent autoxidation of
ascorbic acid does not affect amyloglucosidase activity.
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4.8. - STUDIES ON IMMOBILISED AMYLOGLÜCOSÎDASE.
Immobilised amylogluoosidaso derivatives have been 
prepared by reacting amyloglucosidase with CM“Collnilose 
hydrasside and p-aminobenayicelittlose (pAB-cellulose) • Tlio 
valiîo's of bound protein and enzyme activity wore as follows;
Bound protein* , Enzyme Activity Activity(mg/106mg of (ùnits/mg bound retainedderivative) prot.) (#)
Method
Chemical coupling to CM-cellulesehydrazlde I7.3 O.162 34.2
Chemical coupling toPABC 4.5 0,013 2,74
* - The protein cJiemically coupled was determined as the amount 
of protein in the reaction mixture that was not found in 
the filtrate and wash solutions.
The results obtained (bound protein, enzyme activity 
and activity retained) by coupled amyloglucosidaso onto CM- 
cellulose hydrazide were lower than those originally reported 
by Christlson (44),
Fig. 4.8.1 présents s/v vérsiis s plot of CM-cellulose- 
amyloglucosldase derivative action on soluble starch compared 
with that fox' the native enzyme. The value of Km (O.O6O - 
0,005 (w/v)) and V(l62.4 i 6,5 hmoles.min."^ mg protein*"^ ')
for this immobilised amyloglucosidaso were different from those 
found for the native enzyme (0,0068 - 0*0008 (w/v) and 475*0
- 23,7 Mmoles mg protein"^). Although such immobilisat­
ion procedure involves the prosthotic group of amyloglucosidase, 
which is reported to have no apparent X'olè in the catalytic 
function of the enzyme (19) an approximately 9-l&ld increase
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Fiff. 4.8.1. s/v versus s plot for the liydrolysis of soluble starch npon free ainylof^lucosidase 
( D  ) catalysis and Ol-celluloso anylOf,lu< sidase catalysis; pll T=40°, s/v isexjiressed in 10 x (w/v) . nmoles"^ . iiiin .
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i n  Km a n d  a n  approximately 3-fold d e c r e a s e  i n  Vm were o b s e r v e d  
f o r  t h e  I m m o b i l i s e d  e n z y m e  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h e  free e n z y m e .
S i n c e  s u b s t r a t e  of l a r g e r  molecular w e i g h t  w a s  e m p l o y e d  f i l m  
d i f f u s i o n  x‘e s i s f c o n c e  e f f e c t s  w o u l d  e x p l a i n  t h i s  i n c r e a s e  i n  lira. 
T h e  o b s e r v e d  decrease i n  ¥ i s  well documented a n d  t y p i c a l  o f  
p r e p a r a t i o n s  o f  i m m o b i l i s e d  e n z y m e  ( 3 9 ) *
Fig. 4.8,2. shows s/v versus s plot for the action on 
soluble starch of amyloglucosidase covalently coupled to PAÏÏ- 
cellulose. The observed changes in Km (0.233 - 0.016 ^ (w/v)) 
and ¥ (13.028 - 0.344 jnfnoles.min. mg protein*"^) are rather 
greater tharj those discussed above for CM-colluloso-amylo- 
glucoaidase, PAB-cellulose has been recognised as a poor 
support material (77) usually yielding low retention of 
enzymatic activity.
F ig .  4 . 8 . 3 *  shows the pH p r o f i l e  f o r  C M -c e l lu lo s e -  
a m y lo g lu c o s ld a s e  and o f  th e  free enzym e. A n  a l k a l in e  s h i f t  
o b s erved  f o r  th o  C M -c c îllu lo a o -a m y lo g T u c o s id a s e  i s  in  ag reem en t  
w i t h  in fo r m a t io n  c o l le c t e d  so f a r  in  im m o b ilis e d  enzyme s tu d ie s  
s in c e  o. n e g a t iv e ly  ohaxged support i s  em ployed in  t h is  case (54).
Fig. 4.8.4. presents the thermal stability of CM- 
cellulose-ainylogTucosidase compared with that of tho native 
enzyme. , A more stable enzyme preparation was found after 
immobilisation. It is interesting to note that the amylogluco- 
sidase stability reduced during the oxidation of tho prosthetic 
group (19) (the step preceding immobilisation) is recovered and 
enhanced after this oxidised carbohydrate prosthetic group 
becomes involved in the covalent linkage to the support.
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Pif^, '(,8.2. s/v versus s plot for the hydrolysis ofsoluble starch upon PAh-cellul oso-aniylo- f^lucosidase catalysis. pll 5.0, T = 4 0 ^ . ^s/v is exprossed in 10^ x / (w / v ) .nmoles 
mill.
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Pi^, 4.8.4. - Comparison between the thermal stabilities of free 
ainylofvlucoriidase ( Q )  and CM-cellulose-amylogluco- 
sidase ( f M  ).
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3. - SUMMARY.
1 - Amylo#luco8idaoG from Rhizopua clelemar haa been purified
by ammonium oulphate fractionation; et'hanolic precipitat­
ion; chromatd&raphy on DEA.£-ce.lli,ilose, DlCAK-sopIiadex 
A-50 and Scphadex G-50/AmboXito IRC-3Ô* Bthanolic 
precipitation and chromatography on DBAB'»cellulose by 
stepwise elution have been proved to be the most simple 
and rapid procedure to remove trace# ofc^ -amylase from 
amylog1uooaid aso prepara11o n s•
rl - Amyloglucosidaae free of traces ofeC^amylase has been
shown to be incapable of releasing coloured products 
from Romazol Brilliant Blue derivatives ofo<-1,4-g'lucans «
3 - The presence of-amylase activity in amylogltjcosidase
preparations has boon clearly shown to alter the apparent 
kino tic parameters of amyloglucosidase*
4 - A theory has been developed to describe tho action of
a my1og1uc o s id ase on parti a11y ox1dised amyloses.
• Bxperimonts have been carried out to tost this theory.
3 - . A direct recording method of assaying amylqgluoosidaso
has boon developed involving ascorbic acid as the oxygon 
acceptor in a glucose oKidase/poroxidaso assay system for 
glucose. This iuotliod per mi ta amyloglucosidase activity 
to be followed by ultraviolet spectrophotometry, Tho 
merits and limitations of this procedure have been 
discussod,
6 An immobilised cellulose derivative of amyloglucoaidaso in 
which the prosthetic group is involved in the covalent 
linkage between tho enzyme and the support has boon 
Investigated' and compared with the soluble enzyme.
‘•-i
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APPENDIX
DATA PROCESSINGÎ
Throughout this project much data has been displayed
graphically by plotting each data point on a two-dimensional
X, y plane. These points were usually scattered on the grid so
that statistical treatment was required wherever possible. The
majority of these correlations were linear ones and only those
wore statistically analysed. The approach consisted of finding
the regression line and its confidence limits. Statistical
methods for fitting enzyme kinetic data were also used to obtain
moro accurate estimates and the necessary measure of precision.
The theory behind these statistical estimations is
presented in this chapter.
Although the theory of regression line estimation is well
documented, it is included here fox’ the sake of comprehension of
the theory of statistical treatment of kinetic data*
i) T.IÎE ESTIMATION OP A REGRESSION LINE AND ITS CONFIDENCE INTERVAL.
A regression line is the straight line in which the
mean of y-values for each x-valuo lies (linear correlation).
Firstly, let ÿ  be the true value of y (dependent
variable) at any given value of x (independent variablo). Then
the equation of the regression line will be
1y ss a + bx
where a is the intercept on the y-axis at x = 0, and b is the 
Slope (regression coefficient).
Therefore, y values will scatter below and above the 
regression IJ-ne and such deviations will be defined by y - y.
The sum of these squared deviations 2(y “ y) must be as small 
as possible. Hence, this method of estimating a regression line 
is called the "least square" method.
In order to find the values of a and b which will minimize
.85,
the sum of squared: y-doviations from tho lino, we set tho value
of the deviation at a and b is equal to zero. Thus wo denote;
« 0 ( 1 )  and ^  « 0 (2)
w h e r e  Q  «  %  ( y r ÿ ) ^  (3)
l u t r o d u e i n g  y  =: a  -j- b x  (4)
Q  s£ 2  ( y  •« a  - bx)^' (5 ) O r  Q  = (2* y - N a  - b 2  3:) (6)
Whore K stands for the number of experimental points# Solvingequation 1 by partial differentiation yields,
0 = 2 (2 y - Na - bgx) (?)
Then ' •»
 b S x  (8)
N
a = ÿ  " bx (9)
Partial differentiation with respect to b gives
0  «  2 ( 2  x y  -  &.U X -  b 2 x ^ )  (10)
By i n t r o d u c in g *  the  v a l u e  o f  a  (equation 9)  i n  th e  above equation, 
then b can be given by
b « (1 1 )
2%^ -
By multiplying both the numerator and tho denominator by N,
. 25L$X-zSjlsjl_ (12)
By using these values of a (equation 9) and b (equation 12) the 
regression line can easily be found.
The OÜtablisîuaent of a confidence interval for the 
regression line was made by finding the interval for y at the 
central region of tho regression line (mean of x, x).
The standard error of a mean is obtained by dividing 
the square root of tho error variance (standard deviation) by the 
square root of the number of experimental points# The error
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variance Is computed by the equation*
2 (syP , 2 * * 2 y  ;2  ^y — «. ,i>  ^2 xy «* “*“•'"— )
The s Land arc! error of a mean will bo given by
2 XSy-x = STa (13)
* - For details see Reference no, 78*
Finally, the confidence interval for tlio regression
lino Vvfil’l bos
. y ts y « t,sy
Where t has (N-2) degree of freedom and its critical values can be 
found in available tables ( 7 8 ) ♦
A FORTRAN program was written fox' estimating the regressior 
line by tho least square method and for calculating the confidence 
interval.
Symbols used in this program;
X and Yî- Independent and dox)oiidont variables.
SX, SY, SXY, SX2 and SY2;- Summation of X, Y, XY, and Y*^respectively,
YM Î- Tho mean of. Y variables.
B and A ;- Regression coofflciont and intercept calculated according to equation 12 and 9t respectively.
C Î- True value of Y (best fit) given by equation 4,
V Î- Variance given by equation 13.
SD Î- Standard deviation given by the square root of variance.
S.E ; - Standard error given by equation l4.
P Î- Degree of freedom.
T s- Crltioal value of t(S tudont♦s t-1os t)•
JJ ;- Number of data sets processed,
NP !- Number of data values in a given data sot.
1 3- Counting indice f o r  X and Y arrays and for a DO loop inthe program. .
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Progra m  î
PRO GR AM  BEST FIT AND C O N F I D E N C E  INTERVAL D I M E N S I O N  X (2 00 )t Y( 20 0)PRINT 11 F 0 R M A T ( 7 5 H  C A L C U L A T I O N  OF B EST F I T I L E A S T  S QUARES METHOD) AND ITS X C O N F I D E N C E  INTERVAL///)2 F O R M A K 1 3 , 17Xt48H A N Y T H I N G  HERE WILL BE P RINTED DURING OUTPUT3 F O R M A T ! 2 F 1 0 . 4)JJ = 012 READ 2,NPIF(NP) 11,11,44 SX = 0 SY = 0 SXY= 0 ,5X2= 0 SY2 = 0P = NP-2 JJ = JJ + 1 PRINT 2,JJ PRINT 1414 F 0 R M A T ( 4 1 H  DATA , X V A L U E S ,  ' Y VALUES)DO 5 I = 1,NPREAD 3,X(I ), Y( I)  'SX = SX + X(I) ISY = SY + Y(I)SXY = SXY + X(I)*Y(I) I :SX2 = SX2 + X(I)*X(I) ,SY2 = SY2 + Y(I)*Y(I)5 PRINT 15,X(I),Y(I)15 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X , F 1 0 . 5 , 1 3 X , F 1 0 . 5 )YM = SY/NPB = ( ( N P * S X Y ) - ( S X * S Y ) ) / ( ( N P * S X 2 ) - ( S X * * 2 ) )A = (SY-B*SX)/NPC = A + B*X(NP) , I
PRINT T^C ‘ ‘ ' I ■ '.I • . '
6 F 0R M A T ( 3 7 H  THE I NT ERCEPT ON Y -AXIS AT X=0 IS ,F10.5/)7 F G R M A T { 4 5 H  FOR THE H I G H E S T  VALUE OF X,THE BEST FIT IS ,F10.5/)V = S Y 2 - ( S Y * * 2 / N P ) - B * ( S X Y - (S X * S Y / N P ) )V = V/P
8 8 .
SD = SQRT(V)    :S E  = S O / S Q R T ( F L O A T ( N P ) )PRINT 9 , SE PRINT 10,YM,SE  9 F O R M A T ( 3 5 H  THE S T A N D A R D  ERROR OF Y-M EA N  IS ,F10.5/)10 F 0 R K A T ( 3 9 H  THE C O N F I D E N C E  I N T ER VA L  AT X-M EA N  IS , F 1 0 . 5, 10 H  + OR X- T., F1 0. 5/ // )  /GO TO 1211 PRINT 1 3 , JJ13 F O R M A T ( 2 3 H  P RO GR AM  C O M P L E T E D  FOR -14,611 LINES)
'ENC
T h e  i n p u t  r e q u i r e d  b y  t h i s  p r o g r a m  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  t i t l e  
c a r d  w i t h  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  d a t a  p o i n t s  p l a c e d  i n  c o l u m n s  1 - 3  a.ud 
a n y  d e s i r e d  t i t l e  ( d a t a  s e t  t i t l e )  i n  c o l u m n s  21- 69 , a n d  a  d a t a  
c a r d  f o r  e a c h  p o i n t  w i t h  X  a n d  Y v a l u e s  p l a c e d  i n  c o l u m n s  1 - 1 0  
a n d  1 1 - 2 0 ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  A n u m b e r  o f  r e g r e s s i o n  a n a l y s e s
c a n  b e  c a l c u l a t e d  b y  f o l l o w i n g  I h e s o  p r o c e d u r e s  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  t h e  
n u m b e r  o f  t o t a l  p o i n t s  d o e s  n o t  e x c e o d  t;he m a x i m u m  e s t a b l i s h e d  
i n  t h e  D I M E N S I O N  s t a t e m e n t .  A b l a n k  c a r d  m u s t  b e  p l a c e d  a t  t h e  
e n d  o f  t h e  d a t a  d e c k  t o  p r o v i d e  a n  etui  l;o l;ho p r o g r a m .
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Tho functions of tho various parts of the program are 
as follows;
The DIMENSION atatemoat assigna a mariiory location to 
X and Y arrays*
200 data values wore tho maximum number of rows for X and Y# but 
it can be increased for any required number.
PRINT 1 provides a main title to tho output. Statement 
12 reads the first card from the input according to format 2.
If the number of data points (HP) is blank tho following IF 
STATEMENT will provide for kho termination of the program. If 
NP is positive STATEMENT 4 and subsequent statements will set all 
summations equal to zero, calculate the degree of freedom and 
print the data set title read in STATEMENT 12 as well as a title 
head to the output (format l4). By increasing the value of JJ 
by one the calculations of the data sets will bo numbered during 
tho output.
DO loop specifics tho values of X and Y to bo x'cad 
according to Format 3» calculates the summations and prints the 
values of X and Y. With the results of the summations, A and B 
are calculated and tho best fit for the highest value of X (c) 
is also calculated. Then, tho intercept A and the host fit C 
are printed out. These two points are sufficient for tracing 
the regression lino. Finally, tho variance, standard deviation 
and standard error aro calculated and the values of standard 
error and tho confidence interval at the moan value of X ax*o 
printed out. The STA'PEMENT GO TO 12 either initializes 
regression analyses for another data set or terminates the 
calculations if a blank card follows.
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il) STATISTiaAl. ESTIIIATION OF ENZYME KINETICS.
The statistical treatment of enzyme kinetic data was 
introduced by Johansen & Lumry ( 7 9 )  and by Wilkinson (80) and 
has been extended to more complex rate equations by Cleland (8l).
Pitting of data to linear forms of Michaelis-Menten 
equation, l/v = l/V + Km/(v.S) (l) or S/v = ICm/V + S/V (2) 
can be done by the least square method. Weighting of individual 
data points is advisable and Wilkinson (80) has used a weighted 
regression prpoedure to obkain qjrovisional estimates of lOn and V, 
Fine adjustments were provided by fitting the Michaelis-Menten 
function directly in the hyperbolic form, Wilkinson's method 
is as follows;
Calculation of provisional estimates of Km and V ;
As seen earlier, the regression coefficient, the slope 
of the regression line, was found to be;
b . (3)
27 X  - X
and the intercept on the y-axis, at x = 0, 
a = ÿ - bx (4)^ S’es Oj>forV)e j,aje
Since the weighted means are;
Î = ^  (5) and ÿ = ^  (6)
the weighted equations 3 and 4 will be
b = (7) and a = _ b (g)
- ( g w x ) V g v  2-"
The values of x, y , a and b for the present case can easily be
found by using the linear form of Michaelis-Menten equations, for
instance, equation 1, In cases where rates are measured at a
constant enzyme concentration, the variance will be essentially
4constant, so that the weighting (v) factors are simply v . Then
equations 7 and 8 become
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2 y'*/s^  " (g vVs)'Ygv
Foing tho author's notations, 
,3 CT  4
(9) and a b g v V s
2 V
4 /c. /- _ <n ..4 2
(lO)
« Z  V - ^ ,  « Z  V  , y «  V ' ^ / S ,  g  V  / S  and g  = g  v ^ S
the equations 9 and 10 simplifies to
= . y d X z i J L s L . (11) oC. -and a =:
e/3 - §Y ' ' (3
(12)
Replacing a by l/V in equation 12 and introducing the value of b, 
given
<2
V £Ê-r_~S. (13)■ ^ e -  r §and since h r* Km/V, Km can be calculated by using the values of b 
and V found in equations .11 and 13, x'ospoctivcly• So,
Km « ( 14 )
^  -  y §Thus tlio provisional estimates of V and Km are found#
Calculation of .fine os timatos of V and Km :
Tho Michaelis-Monton equation can bo expressed approx­
imately by the linear part of a Taylor expansion,
V JL s.v,oS+Km
S.Vo (15)
Whex'e Km, V and Km^, stand for fine and provisional parameters, 
respedlively#
Equation 15 simplifies to >
v<y b^.f(S) t bg#f*K(s) (16) 
where , b^-b^ {Km - Km^), f(s) .is blie provisional fit as
described previously and f*K(S) Is, the first derivative of f(s) 
with respect to Km#
Equation l6 is linear and depends on two determining 
variables, such ass
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y =s a 4-  ^ (l?)
Using the same treatment described in item A of this appendix - 
(The estimation of a regression lino and its confidonoo interval) 
two. equations ax*o obtained for the regression eooffidionts and
b^î
x q  (3^2 = € (19)
Which t h o  f o l l o w i n g  W i l k i n s o n ' s  n o t a t i o n s  w o r e  i n t r o d u c e d ;
o
S  ^ 1*^2 ” ^
Z  ^ « §
S o l v i n g  e q u a t i o n s  18 a n d  19, the v a l u e s  o f  fo^ a n d  a r o  g i v e n  
by
/Z ■ Ç~ ^  / O  C  V* /7h  ss — ' (20.) a n d  b. —      (*
and finally, V = bjV‘^ (22) a.nd Km s Km*’ + b^/b^ (23),
T h o s e  values c a n  b o  u s e d  a s  p r o v i s i o n a l  e s t i m a t e s  a n d  
t h e  l a s t  f i t t i n g  p r o c e s s  repeated t o  o b t a i n  f i n e r  a d j u s t m e n t s ,  
u n t i l  ( K m  - Km^) i s  reduced n e a r l y  to z e r o  ( i t e r a t i v e  m e t h o d ) .  
T h e  e r r o r  v a r i a n c e  in t h o  p r e s e n t  c a s e  i s  c o m p u t e d  b y  t h o  
e q u a t i o n ;
S  •■ b j -  1’2 f
M •»' 2
T h e  s t a n d a r d  e r r o r s  f o r  K m  a n d  V a r e  d e r i v e d  f r o m  t h o s e  f o r
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and , Since the standard errors of b.j and are given by
S.E.(bj) (25) S,B.(b^) .8* (26)" y o^(^- ^
* - 8quare ro o t of oqnation 24, 
then tho standard errors of Km and V, by application of the 
equations 23 and 22, will be
S.B.(Km) = S.E.Xbgj/b^ (2?) S,B.(v) = V°.S.B.(b^) (28)
For details see Reference no. 80.
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A FORTRAN program was written for fitting data to 
M 1 chao 1 is-Monteil oqua11 on • For bhe sako of oornpreheneion , a 
modified Cleland's program was used rather than his original 
program (81), since tho latter was based upon a different 
approach. However, the results obtained by both programs wore 
the same.
Symbols used in this programs 
v(l),V(2),eto «• Experimental velocities.
A(1),A(2),etc - Corresponding substrato concentrations.
W(l) ,w(2),etc «* Weighting factors for velocities. 
s(T,l),s(l,2)gOtc - The array In which , , , etc arc solved,
oto - The array, used to calculate the S array.
pSV2 - Summation of V^,
jj - Number of data sots processed.
NP - Number of data cards following title card.
M - With M sj 1 tho matrix solution subroutine uses statements
15 and 16 to make the provisional estimates of Km and V,
With M K 2, statements 1? and 18 are used to make the fine 
estimâtes of Km and V.
CK - Km
VM - Maximum velocity
NT - Number of iterations. This Is set at 3 here.
DD - Denominators used to simplify arithmetical operations.
S2 - Experimental variance.
Si •• Square root of experimental variance (sigma.).
SECK,SB¥ - Standard error of the ostimate.fi of Km and V, 
res pec tIvely #
X,J,K - Counting indices for various DO-loope in tho program
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ÎTogram %
0' rnOGFAMHYPm <^__ovycy,S.
DIMENSION V(ICO ), a ( 100 ), W ( 100 ),0 ( 2, 3 ),fi( 3 )
3’17I:M'[’ 100
100 POlîMAT(35îr F IT  TO ÎIYPERBOLA T =  VMAK*a / (K + a ) / / / )
11 FORMAT( 1 3 ,1 7X ,^6 lI A im iJ IN G  HF.RE WILL BE PRINTED OUT DURING OUTPUT ) 
1 FORMAT (3F1(). 5)
JJ = 0
14 READ lljNP 
IF(NP) 99,99,12
12 M .= 1 
SV2 = 0
P => NP - 2 
JJ = JJ + 1 
PRINT 11,JJ 
PRINT 37
37 FORMAT( 5M0DATA, 5X, OlIVELOC ITY, 5%, 9ÎIUUBSTRATE, 5X, 6NWEIGHT )
GO TO 2
15 READ 1,V(i ),A(I),W(:C)
PRINT 38,V(I),A(i ),¥(I)
38  FORMAT( l O X , lAlO, 5 ,  3X , LALO. 5 ,  2 X , F I O . 5 )
i f ( w( i ) )  1 9 ,1 9 ,2 0
19 W(l) « 1
20 Q(l) V(l)**2/A(l)
Q.(2) « V(l)-5^ *2 
0(3) " V(I)
3V2 « I3V2 q(2)
GO TO 13
16 DD « (B(2,3)«S(1,1) 0(l,3)Ml(2,l))
OK « ((8(2,2)i<U(l,3)) " (3(2,3)"U(2,1)))/DD
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NT « 0 ,
M 2
no 'I’o 2
17 ]] = ok: + a (i )
Q(l) = A(l)/D 
Q(2) = -Q(l)/D 
Q(3) = V(I)
GO TO 13
18 m  « (s(l,l)*s(2,2) - 8(2,1)**2)
B1 = ((S(2,2)*8(l,3)) ^ (S(2,1)*S(2,3)))/DD 
B2 = ((S(l,l)*8(2,3)) - (3(2,1)*8(1,3)))/DD
GK = GK + B2/B1 
VM = B1 
NT - NT + 1 
IP(NT-3)2,21,21 
21 82 SV2 «■ nix8(l,3) _ 82*8(2,3)
82 = 82/r
81 - SqRT(82)
8NGN « (s1/b1)*SQNT(B(1,1)/d.D)
SEV « 81-X8qBT(8(2,2)/:D:D)
PRINT 30,GK,SEGK 
PRINT 31,VM,SEV 
PRINT 35,82,81.
30 F0RMAT(7N0N E12.6,13TÎ 8,E,(%) « P11.6)
31 FORMAT(7H V - PI2.6,1311 8.E.(v) - F11.6)
35 F0RMAT(12U VARIANCE = ]!I1/| .5,lOil SIGMA « F12,7//)
GO TO 14
MATRIX SOLUTION SlIBROUTINE
2 :do 3 J = 1,3 
:D0 3 K « 1,2
3 U(K,J ) r., 0
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IX') 4 I 1,NP 
CrO to(:l5,17),m 
13 DO 4 J « 1,3 
DO A K - 1,2
4 s(k,j) - s(K,;r) + q(k)xq(j)*h(i:)
no TO(16,10),M 
36 FORMAT(23H PROGRAM COMPLETED FOR 14,6H LINES') 
99 PRINT 36,JT 
STOP 
END
;■■■ : : :■■■" : '  ^.Xgi
Statement l4 and 1$ formulate the input-,'for this program''•;'5J 
according to format 11 and 1, Therefore, as in the previous , -.VJ 
program, this must be an initial ‘card containing the number/of . 
data points placed in columns 1-3 and any desired title in .://
columns 21-69, Then follows a data card for each point with / /'/I 
yolcctty, substrate and weight placed in column 1-10', 11-20 and''-;/:-/j
21-20, respectively. By doing this, a# many data sets as '4
wanted can be used. ' 4 blank card must be added to the end of ','/i 
the data dock, : 4
Statement .BXMKNSION specifics a memory location to V,A, '■■'■■/! 
¥,0,. and SS arrays* The statement PRINT 100 gives the output a • ' 4 
main' title. After JJ is sot equal to aero, statement ;14. causes ,.,/// 
the data points and the data- set title to be road. If the ■■/. 4
former (lIP) is blank, then the statement 99 follows, which ends-' /'■■ '■ 
the program with the sentence written in format 36. If NP is--a/ -:j 
positive number, then M is set equal to 1, SV2 is set equal to v I 
zero, the degree of freedom is calculated, jJ is increased by 1 \ I
and the data set title as well as ' the head-of the next output
are printed out. Statement GO TOT2 initializes the matrix. '. 
solution subroutine which begins setting all the S arrays equal 
Ü0 zero. Then the DO loop 4 calculates the S "-array using the M
values of. V,A and V read in .statement' 1$ (Mai), PRINT 38 ..'causes''/ } 
all the data poih to. bo printed during output, • If no weight .,;/■/ 
is provided during inputi' then ¥ will be set equal to 1 (IP Id
STATEMENT and statement 19)*
.' - '. ^The S array can- also bo set out as follows:.
2 £
2  v V s s
2 ^ / s s
2  v' F
2  v^/s X
gr.v- oC
99.
S array equivalent* Wilkinson's notation
S(l,l)
s.(2,1)
S(l,2)
S,(2,2)
S(l,3) 
s(a,3)
-X' - W=1
Since M ~ 1, the final statement in the matrix solution 
subroutine transfers the control to statement l6 and then the 
provisional Km is calculated according to equation l4.
Following the provisional estimations, the fine estimations 
are started by making NT=0 and M=^ 2, Tho latter statement causes 
the matrix solution subroutine to set the S array in terms of Q's 
defined after statement 17• According to Wilkinson's notations 
q(1) ss fg q(2) K :f* and Q.(3) » v$ Therefore the S array will 
have another interpretation from that established previously* 
here it will be;
S array Equivalent* Wilkinson's notation
S(l,l)
S(2,l) g-f ,f %
9(1,2} gf.f ' V
9(2,2) g  (b
9(1.3) S
S(2,3) g f  .V g
* - ;
Bta bernent GO TO 18 causes b^,b^ and Km to be worked out 
according to equations 21,20 and 23, respectively; NT is 
increased by 1 and statement IF(NT-3) causes all the fine 
estimations to be recalculated throe times - Iterative method* 
Afterwards, the experimental variance and its square 
root arc calculated, aa are the standard errors of Km (equation
loô.
27) and V (equation 28), Finally, these values arc printed 
out and the statement GO TO l4 restarts data processing for 
another data set, If none is available .the blank card for HP 
will end the program according to statement XF(hp). i
It shotild be noted that the provisional estimate of V ie no
. ■ ' fcalculated nor its value employed during the fine estimation 1
calculafciono* The lack of necessity for those calculations 
is based upon the observation that (provisional V ) can be ' 
cancelled in equation 15» then V will be given by only b^. is 
also eliminated in the calculation of the standard error of V.
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